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Routine engagement in Leisure-Time Physical Activity (LTPA) is associated with long-term
health, lower mortality, and higher quality of life. Inspiring participation in LTPA is one desired
benefit of public investment in mega-events such as the Olympic Games. Whether such
inspiration materializes—and, if so, for how long—was examined in three studies that
investigated a perception-action process at the level of the interaction between real and virtual
environments. The influence of the real environment of the Games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016
was assessed via the virtual environment instantiated in the Twitter social network. Emerging
dynamic communication about LTPA in three epochs (before, during, and after the megaevent’s occurrence) was assessed against pre-existing average weekly Twitter patterns not
limited by topic. Study 1 compared Brazilian cities at different functional distances from the
Games: the primary host, a football-only host, and a non-host. Study 2 examined the relevance
of being close to or far from the host city’s time zone, both for cities that had or had not
previously hosted the Games. Study 3 targeted previous host cities (where English was the
native language) over the last 60 years to examine persistence of engagement with the Games.
Twitter activity comprised more than 1 million LTPA-focused posts collected during a span of
183 days from residents of 10 cities. Descriptive and inferential statistics were supplemented by
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, Fast Fourier Transform, Wavelet and Cross-wavelet Coherence
Analysis, and Growth Curve Modeling. All analyses showed an influence of the Games on LTPA
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Twitter activity in the targeted cities with the strongest effects being apparent in the cities of
the host country and without systematic evidence that time zone or hosting history mattered.
Average LTPA weekly patterns of behavior differed in each epoch relative to the Games, with
none of the epochs strongly resembling the global patterns typical of activity not limited by
topic. There was little evidence of what might be considered a legacy, whether in pre- and postGames differences, recency of hosting, or even having hosted at all. Given evidence that tweets
reflect actual behavior, the Olympic Games seem to provide the occasion that attunes the
Twitter-user to the environmental affordances that encourage LTPA, but this effect does not
seem to last long.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
When governments decide to bid to host large-scale international sports events such as the
Olympics, they typically tout the legacy of that event for their people. A legacy is usually understood as
some kind of economic, infrastructural, social, cultural, environmental, or any other kind of benefit left
in the present or that will remain in the future (Mazo, Rolim, & Dacosta, 2008). So-called mega-events
are tremendously expensive, averaging more than $10 billion since 2000 (McBride, 2018) so it is hoped
that the benefit goes beyond an increase in civic pride (Groothuis & Rotthoff, 2016), and reaches the
legacy realm.
It is a recognized fact that much of the cost for the event goes to improved infrastructure, an
obvious, tangible legacy. Subways have to be upgraded to handle the influx of fans, housing has to be
built to accommodate the visiting athletes, and these structures will remain for the benefit of the host
population, as a societal benefit. Although, these are positive outcomes of this type of event, they are
often undermined by subsequent maintenance and conversion costs. Also, they are accompanied by an
exaggeration in the predictions, especially with respect to host cities of countries under development
(Swinnen & Vandermoortele, 2008).
Economics-related legacies of mega-events are more evident in the news highlighted by the media
and by the event organizers than other types of legacies (Hall & Hodges, 1996). But might the economic
cost be offset by less tangible benefits? Invisible social legacies may arise in the domains of health,
professional training, or social networks constituted by the event. Improvement in health, in particular,
may derive from increasingly active lifestyles inspired by media attention on physical activity during the
event (Minnaert, 2012). It is common to find reports of increased participation in specific Olympic sports
activities (e.g., swimming, running, volleyball) and general healthful activities (e.g., aerobics, yoga, home
gym exercise) in the immediate aftermath of a mega-event (Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association,
1

2012). However, there are inconsistencies in this matter. Many studies failed to show change in
behavior related to so-called Leisure-Time Physical Activities (LTPA), even in developed countries (Veal,
Tooheyb, & Frawley, 2012; Weed et al., 2009). The possible legacy for LTPA provided the focus for the
present dissertation.
One way to frame the issue is with respect to so-called objective necessities (Bourdieu, 1984),
voluntary activities that have, in a very real sense, become obligatory. As an example, many people
consider checking the internet to be no more discretionary than biological demands such as eating,
sleeping, and so on. Under appropriate circumstances that inspire a legacy, it might be expected that
LTPA should become such an objective necessity, too.
Typical indicators of LTPA are individual and local—for example, a person in the host city joins a
health club. But these may miss the possibility of broad-based social interactions as a driving force of
increased activity. The 21st century has been marked by the rapid emergence and importance of social
networks, on-line amalgamations of the activity of people who become connected through the sharing
of facts, reactions, feelings, and opinions. Events occur in natural environments and people
communicate about them, directly and indirectly, in the virtual environment of the network. Networks
such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter provide a potentially rich setting in which to study
interpersonal interactions on a large scale. We can ask whether an event perceived in the physical
environment affects actions presented in the virtual environment and vice versa. In order to address this
question, an event (the Olympic Games) and an action (Twitter communication about LTPA) were
selected for investigation. Specifically, we asked how communication about LTPA emerged in social
media as a function of the imminence, occurrence, and aftermath of the Rio Olympics. To that end, the
virtual environment of social networks as a medium and LTPA as the focal action will be motivated.
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Social Networks
Although the complexity and fundamental essence of human-machine networks still need to be fully
understood (Pentland, 2014), topic-specific data can be extracted that provide rich information,
especially if they are time-sensitive and geographically specific (Bollen, Mao, & Zeng, 2011). A complex
systems perspective on the dynamics of large groups suggests that people’s activities (including physical
activity) are responsible for the emergence of the large-scale patterns that define them (França et al.,
2016; cf. Bar Yam, 1997). In the case of social networks, it is possible to measure the emergence of
patterns of agreement in communication, giving an indication of the extent to which private activity and
sentiments cohere in an interpersonal fashion. The fact that users share topics through posts, comment
on them, or express their appreciation, provides insight about points of agreement on a specific topic
such as LTPA.
There are several advantages to the use of the Twitter archive in research. It is a direct record of
spontaneous activity, emotions, and thoughts. Since it provides time-lines of daily communication about
a diversity of topics, we can discern the dynamics of how communication is coordinated among
members of the same social interface and how the dynamics change as a function of societal events. Not
requiring participants’ self-reports yields observations that are neither voluntarily nor mistakenly
disconnected from reality. Also, it avoids imposing or changing the context in which the individual is
immersed (as would be the case with experimental manipulations of the environment or the use of
observers in the field). In this setting, communication is the medium that makes it possible to quickly
grasp tendencies at societal, community, and individual levels.
Hypotheses were tested on the Twitter social platform in which users post short status messages
called tweets (via internet or mobile phones) as a microblog and as a means to connect with other
members by following them as a social network. Users are directly informed about their posts, which—
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through retweets, for example—can spread through the network. Twitter’s main purpose is spreading
news about offline public events or minor daily activities (Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2011),
providing insights into public emotions and opinions about a wide range of topics. It has the capacity to
influence a variety of broad domains, for example, governments (Pentland, 2014), the stock market
(Bollen et al., 2011), and public sentiment (Tan et al., 2014). The focus of this research was mostly on
the microblog properties of the network.

Sports Events and Communication about LTPA
A good deal of on-line discussion is devoted to sports, accounting for an estimated 13% of social
media posts of adults in the United States as of June 2016 (Statista, 2018). This presence increases
around the time of a big event. For example, the 2016 Super Bowl elicited seven times the number of
tweets as the next most popular football game (Statista, 2018). At issue for present purposes is whether
such an increase in on-line activity indexes a social legacy of stimulating the practice of LTPA. This issue
may be addressed using social networks as an instrument to access LTPA indicators. Spontaneous media
activities, generated not only locally but also worldwide, will increase exposure to sports topics on a
daily basis. This might influence LTPA behavior on a daily basis, with such changes expected to be
reflected, in turn, in generated Twitter communication related to the event and potentially to LTPA. A
change in the timescales of occurrence of communication about these activities after the event could
provide evidence of a change in what activities users now consider to be objective necessities (Bourdieu,
1984). Interpersonal consistency in communication could be a legitimate expression of human collective
entrainment with events in the environment (cf. the analysis of Twitter activity about the Presidential
debates; Fusaroli et al., 2015).
A social media network such as Twitter could be used as a tool to provide a better picture of existing
constraints on the distance, timing, and connectivity of communication of large populations
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experiencing those events. Put another way, Twitter provides indications of how massive, unfolding
real-world events drive and resonate with human social behavior in a precise, temporal dynamics
(Fusaroli et al., 2015).

Overall Goal
This research investigated how emerging dynamic communication about LTPA in the Twitter virtual
social environment was influenced by a particular large-scale event—the Olympic Games—before,
during, and after its occurrence. Temporal patterns of LTPA communication in targeted cities—the host
city, another city in the host nation, a non-host Brazilian city, international cities, and former host
cities—were assessed. As a standard of comparison, we will refer to results from previous research on
weekly Twitter patterns in urban areas across the globe based on tweets undifferentiated by topic
(Morales, Vavilala, Benito, & Bar-Yam, 2017). Figure 1 shows Twitter activity. It reveals three distinct
patterns across the globe, represented here by Rio de Janeiro, Sydney, and London. They are
distinguished by different shapes of the peaks within each weekday (a graduated ramp-up to a
prominent peak, a double peak with one much more prominent, double-peak that are more equal in
amplitude). Regardless of pattern, however, Fourier transforms of those time series revealed that three
periodicities stood out: 8, 12, and 24 hr. Questions to be addressed here included whether such patterns
are affected by: (i) focusing on a single topic, LTPA; (ii) the temporal proximity of the Olympics; or (iii)
the spatial or functional proximity of the targeted city to the host city.

5

Figure 1. (left) Three patterns of normalized
average weekly Twitter activity identified in
Morales et al. (2017) are represented by
three cities. (right) Corresponding Fourier
transforms for those same cities show three
significant components at 24, 12 and 8 hr.

It would not be surprising that a big event affects Twitter communication about the event itself:
people chatting about particular sports or medals or national results. But the present research concerns
personal physical activity. Does the event inspire communication about the individuals’ own LTPA? It
was hypothesized that dynamic communication would change for all targeted cities, indexed by an
increase in the number of tweets about LTPA, with an accentuated effect for the host city right before
and during the Games. After the Games, this activity was expected to gradually relax to lower levels.
Additionally, the collective dynamic that emerges in communication will be characterized as a further
exploration of changes that might provide more subtle indications of a kind of legacy. Whether
relaxation levels, collective dynamics, and so on differ between the host city and the targeted cities are
all relevant for the notion of a legacy. Broadly, the greater involvement of a particular city in the
Olympic Games, the stronger the consequences for LTPA are expected to be.

Three Studies
In order to accomplish these goals, three studies were developed in this dissertation. Study 1
compared Brazilian cities at different functional distances from the Games: the primary host (Rio de
Janeiro), a football-only host (Belo Horizonte), and a non-host (Porto Alegre). Study 2 examined the
relevance of being close to (U.S. Eastern Daylight Time) or far from (Australian Eastern Standard Time)
the host city’s time zone (Brasilia Time) for cities that had previously hosted the Games (Atlanta and
Sydney) or had not hosted (Philadelphia and Brisbane). Study 3 targeted previous host cities (from
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Melbourne in 1956 to London in 2012) in order to examine whether time since hosting the Games would
matter to the degree of social media engagement with the Games. In order to ensure that tweets were
really about LTPA, former host cities were limited to those where English was the native language.
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CHAPTER 2
General Methods
Research setting
This dissertation was inspired by the approach of Morales et al. (2017) who examined geo-located
tweets (i.e., identified by longitude and latitude) for all topics discussed in the network across the globe
(some 500 million tweets per day). We targeted tweets based on users’ profile location reports (i.e.,
home city) with the focus on the global patterns of Twitter communication about a particular topic,
namely, LTPA.

Data Acquisition
The Olympic Games are one of the most popular mega sports events in the world, involving in
excess of 100 countries. The most recent iteration, hosted by Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 2016, was chosen
as the test setting to anchor the data acquisition timeframe. Six Twitter metrics were obtained: tweets,
retweets, chatters, number of users, average number of hashtags per tweet, and average number of
words per tweet1. The filtering of the metrics encompassed a “scraping period” from June 1 to
November 30, 2016. This covers 65 days prior to the Olympic Games, the 17 days that constitute the
Games (August 5-21), and 101 days after the Games. The data were downloaded in real time from the
Twitter streaming Application Program Interface (API) as implemented by Tweepy (a Python interface)
to the limit of 1% of the total number of tweets being generated, which on average is 60 tweets/s. The
data selection occurred at the same moment the tweets were generated and lasted the same number of
days as the total scraping period. The tweets downloaded from the API were focused on hashtags
related to LTPA and filtered for target city. (See Appendix 1 for how hashtags were identified and
locations were filtered.)
1

A description of these metrics can be found in the Appendix 1. Given the similarity of the patterns for these
metrics, not all analyses will address all of them.
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Of course, cities differ in how much they use Twitter. Most obviously, activity is affected by the size
of the population as well as the age of its residents—more people, especially young people, is associated
with more tweets. And there are, no doubt, a variety of other socio-cultural factors (Kulshrestha et al.,
2012 Speed, 2014). Comparing cities that differed in absolute numbers of tweets was addressed by
normalizing each city’s data relative to its own Twitter habit, here represented by the total number of
tweets over the entire scraping period. Additionally, given the strong influence of the day-night cycle on
Twitter patterns, comparisons were further facilitated by rendering activity in each city’s time zone.

Analysis Overview
Descriptive statistics. In order to better visualize the characteristics of each Twitter metric in every
targeted locality, a variety of descriptive statistics was explored. Given the duration of the Olympic
Games, multiple windows of 17 days were created. Descriptive statistics were computed for the three
pre-Games windows (starting at 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games), the Olympic Games window
itself, and for five post-Games windows (ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the Games). The sum,
maximum, mean, median, and standard deviation (SD) of the number of tweets produced per hour in
each window, as well as the cumulative sum of tweets throughout the entire scraping period of data
collection were obtained for every city (see Appendix 2). The weekly averages per hour were also
obtained for the pre-, during, and post-Games epochs to assess potential periodicities. Finally, the
frequency distributions of the same variables per location in every window of interest were generated.
Measuring this type of emergent behavior in social networks is a challenge because of its complex
structure. Count data, for example, is often not normally distributed, being extremely skewed and
following power laws. This characteristic poses a challenge for analysis, which in this dissertation was
overcome by using techniques that are more sensitive to the non-linearity underlying the data structure
from social networks. These techniques are going to focus primarily on long-term correlations and
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oscillatory behavior, but also on longitudinal evolution of the data set being assessed. These kinds of
techniques have been seen before in work on self-organization of social media political activism
(Aguilera et al., 2013), responses to extreme events in social media (Gao & Liu, 2015), Twitter activity at
a global level (Adnan et al., 2014), and establishing connections between social media sentiments and
the stock market (Xu et al., 2017).
We predicted that Brazilian cities would present relative higher levels of tweet production than the
other targeted cities and that the period of the Games would have considerably higher means, median,
and maximum values.

Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA). DFA was performed in the three studies in order to
identify and describe the long-term correlation behavior embedded in the time series of each locality.
The presence of long-term correlations is also referred to in the text as dependency. For the Twitter
metrics analyzed here, the DFA generates the Hurst exponent, a scaling index of the structure of noise
across time scales. This exponent formalization corresponds to β = 2H – 1 for non-stationary cases. At
one extreme, a Hurst exponent (H) of 0.5 indicates random patterns (white noise) with no evident
dependency or correlation and average deviation from the mean equal to zero. At the other extreme, a
Hurst exponent of 1 indicates some relationship (pink noise) between the observed patterns at different
time scales, with dependency tendencies of any value to be succeeded by something similar. In other
words, it means “… high values tend to be followed by more high values” (Brown & Liebovitch, 2010,
p.70).
DFA for all the targeted localities was performed in two phases: (1) for the different length time
series of pre-, during, and post-Games (65, 17, 101 days respectively); and (2) for each of the 17-day
windows (three pre-Games, one during the Games, and five post-Games. Since, we did not have much
reference of possible outcomes of this analysis, we decided not establish predictions about it.
10

Timescales found in the patterns of tweets of targeted cities. If hosting a mega event such as the
Olympic Games changes the dynamics of communication on LTPA, this should be reflected in the
timescales of communication as revealed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Wavelet analysis.
Morales et al. (2017), for example, identified three prominent timescales for worldwide Twitter network
activity not limited by topic: 24, 12, and 8-hr frequencies. It is reasonable to expect that this signature of
daily collective activity would be altered during the Games, perhaps especially in local synchronies that
emerge in the host city. For example, the emergence of shorter timescales might provide evidence of a
social legacy reflecting more interweaving of LTPA in people’s lives. Relatedly, it was expected that a
daily timescale of communication activity would be more appropriate than a weekly timescale,
considering that people would bring LTPA to their daily lives and not, as the literature typically suggests,
only to weekends when the amount of free time is considerably higher (Godbey, 2008). These kinds of
changes would speak to the emergence of LTPA as objective necessities (Bourdieu, 1984).
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The power spectral analysis was used to identify significant
frequencies in each of the 17-day windows. The average week for each window was considered so as to
allow comparisons with the all-topic Twitter network activity presented by Morales et al. (2017). The FFT
analysis for all the windows set the taper = 0.1 - 0.5 and used the Daniell kernel = 1. Periodograms were
plotted after a Y-axis scale normalization was performed. Power values of each time series were divided
by the maximum power level and varied between 0 and 1, with values closer to 1 being more powerful.
The identification of relevant frequencies in the spectrum was based on a peak-picking technique.
After plotting the periodogram, a threshold of 0.2 was established and the peaks above it selected as
the most prominent frequencies that contributed to the final signal (Figure 2). The findings to be
reported are based on the period with respect to the highlighted frequencies, which is a product of 1
divided by the identified frequency.
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Figure 2. Example of the procedure to highlight in
the periodogram the relevant frequencies
generated by FFT. The peaks above the threshold
= 0.2 (black horizontal line) are indicated.

Wavelet and Cross-wavelet Coherence. Because the FFT emphasizes only those frequencies that
contribute the most to the signal of interest, it may miss details about less prominent frequencies.
Consequently, a wavelet analysis was performed for each time series of each Twitter metric for every
targeted locality. The power spectrum scale was based in quantiles, and the mother wavelet used was
the Morlet. P-values of the variance were computed using white noise as the method of generation of
surrogates to represent the null hypothesis (also not typical for the FFT analysis). Other relevant
specifications are: a Loess detrending of 0.75, time resolution dt = 1, dominant frequency resolution Df =
1/20, lower Fourier period = 2*dt, upper Fourier period = floor of 1/3 of time series length*dt.
In addition, the cross-wavelet coherence between Rio de Janeiro and each targeted city was
calculated, normalized by variance across time. This analysis addresses the cross-spectrum timelocalized coherence and relative phase of the paired time series at different frequency ranges (i.e., time
scales) across the 183 days of Twitter activity in each city (Romero et al., 2018), through 10 Monte Carlo
randomizations. In this analysis the mother wavelet used was also the Morlet. Visual inspection of the
cross-wavelet coherence plots suggested that the analysis should be conducted for the periods 12 ± 1
hr, 24 ± 1 hr, and 256 ± 1 hr (i.e., band-with 1 considered one hour before and after each targeted
period). The significance of the results was calculated based on the ratio between the outputs rsq and
signif, which are the matrix of wavelet coherence and the matrix of percentiles of significant levels of
wavelet coherence based on Monte Carlo autoregressive time series.
12

Growth Curve Modeling (GCM). Given that this research dealt with retrospective datasets facing
longitudinal changes, a particularly useful procedure for capturing the development of a dependent
variable as a function of time is multilevel Growth Curve Modeling, or GCM. The frequency of tweets
posted in the network throughout the scraping period constituted the dependent variable. In the
present case, the total number of tweets was accessed repeatedly in a continuous fixed and identical
schedule for all targeted cities, meaning the frequency of tweets of the entire network was sampled
every hour. Essentially, since the hours can be clustered in multiple ways, several timescales were
explored (hourly, daily, weekly, and 17 days). All cities targeted in this dissertation were used together in
the GCM. The predictors tested in the models for this analysis were essentially categorical and
addressed the differences in tweet production as the dependent variable for the conditions of 1) being a
Brazilian city vs. not, 2) being proximate to the time zone of the Games vs. not, and 3) being a previous
host of the Games vs. not.
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CHAPTER 3
The Host City
As the contemporaneous Olympic host during the scraping period, Rio de Janeiro provides the
anchoring for comparisons in all three studies. This section is devoted entirely to the particulars of this
city before the relevance of functional distance, time zone, and previous hosting status can be
evaluated.

Figure 3. LTPA-related tweets (A), retweets (B), chatters (C), users (D), average number of hashtags (E),
and average number of words (F) for Rio de Janeiro during three epochs: (left) pre-Games, (middle) during
Games, and (right) post-Games. Activity for each metric is averaged over corresponding hours during each
day of the week throughout the scraping period. The weekday average number of tweets (m) is shown at
the top of each weekday.
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Descriptive Statistics
Weekly average LTPA Twitter activity in Rio de Janeiro is shown in Figure 3. Inspection of pre- and
post-Games patterns reveals typical Twitter behavior reflecting day-night cycles and sleep time: a
decrease in activity for all Twitter metrics around 12 pm and in early mornings, putting the normalized
data in the negative region, with increased activity as the morning progresses, reaching a peak around 8
am that lasts until around 8 pm, when system activity starts to decrease. This pattern is characteristic of
any locality around the world, no matter the cultural characteristics. During the Games, however, the
classic sleep time zones vanish into a flat pattern for almost all metrics, with the exception of average
number of hashtags, which maintains the characteristic oscillatory behavior. In addition, note the
difference between this LTPA tweet activity and the pattern of all-topic tweet production (Figure 1)
obtained for this same city three years earlier (cf. Morales et al., 2017). It is hard to discern the
graduated pattern of “two small peaks of activity in the morning and a large peak in the evening” that is
typical of unrestricted-topic tweets in multiple South American cities.
Overall, normalized activity varies within ±1 SD from the mean. During the Games, however,
variability is not as stable—moments in the week show much more variability, going well beyond ±1 SD,
sometimes surpassing 5 SDs from the mean. It is also notable that the pre-Games period is characterized
by decreased variability of tweets, retweets, chatters, and users during the weekends but this pattern
does not persist during the Games nor does it return after the Games.
Figure 4 shows the proportional daily Twitter activity of tweets, retweets, and chatters produced
throughout the scraping period. In general, individual Tweets comprise the bulk of activity. It is
apparent, however, that during the Games there is a relative increase in the reproduction of information
as the proportion of retweets increases. The elevation of retweets as a share of overall activity seems to
persist after the event finishes.
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Figure 4. (top) Histograms of daily LTPA-related tweets (blue), retweets (green), and chatters (pink) over
the entire period of data collection for Rio de Janeiro. (bottom) Time series of proportional daily LTPArelated Twitter activity metrics in Rio de Janeiro: Number of tweets (black), retweets (light grey), and
chatters (medium grey). Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games.

DFA
Pre-, during, and post-Games. The value of H for the host city generally exceeded .75 with the
exception of the pre- and post- epochs for number of words used, which were nonetheless greater than
.60. In short, DFA revealed persistence for all metrics in all time periods. Interestingly, although the
value of H was the greatest during the Games for number of hashtags and number of words, this same
period yielded the smallest H for tweets, retweets, chatters, and users.
17-day windows. The results for the finer partitioning largely echo the foregoing. For tweets,
retweets, chatters, and users, dependency is greatest further away from the Games, both before and
after the event. The dynamics move in a randomized direction just prior to the Games after which there
is a kind of recovery—for the last post-Games window we examined, H returned to the highest level that
was seen in the first window we examined. For number of hashtags and number of words, the peak
during the Games was preceded and followed by a steep decline.
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FFT
The frequency analysis of Rio de Janeiro yields the periods 22.5 or 25.7-hr in all windows,
approximating a 24-hr daily pattern as expected in Twitter data. The 12-hr period is also above threshold
in all but window 3, the last time series before the Games began. Windows 3 and 5 (immediately before
and after the Games) yielded relatively low frequencies of 60 and 90 hr. These frequencies vanished
during the Games, when the periods 9 and 6.4 hr emerged—the shortest periods encountered in Rio’s
FFT analysis. In summary, while the system we are evaluating becomes low frequency at the boundaries
of the Games, fast frequencies appear during the event, indicating that people might be engaging more
often in tweeting about LTPA (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Periodograms generated from the FFT for 17-day windows of tweet activity in Rio de Janeiro. (13) Pre-Games windows corresponding to 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games; (4) the Olympic Games
window; (5-9) post-Games windows corresponding to 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the Games.

Wavelet
The Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the entire Rio de Janeiro time series allows an evaluation
of the influence of the offline event on the spectrum magnitude (Figures 6). This analysis echoes the
appearance of 24 and 12-hr main frequencies, albeit significantly so only during the time around the
Games. Finer detail is available in the sequence of 17-day windows, however, where we see the
predominance of the 24-hr period in most of the windows (Figure 7). Except for windows 3, 4, and 5
(corresponding to right before, during, and after the Games), this was also accompanied by a high
power. Additionally, although the 12-hr period seems to be an important frequency, it does not persist
through the entire time series.
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Figure 6. The Period  Time Wavelet Power Spectrum generated for the entire period of tweet activity
collected in Rio de Janeiro (a total of 4391 hr). The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis
shows the time from the beginning to the end of the time series; color indicates the power level. Vertical
dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games (between 1560 and 1967 hr). (Regions that are
significantly different from white noise are outlined in white.)

Significant fast frequencies are also apparent, though less so in Windows 3 and 4. The occurrences
of high magnitude fast frequencies are much more concentrated at certain times and are also persistent
across different moments. That is, many frequencies have high power and contribute to the final signal.
The long vertical red patch in window 3 reveals considerable power across many frequencies around
100 to 50 hr before the Games. Statistically significant power is also apparent around 64 hr in all
windows but 7 and 8, but its contribution is brief in every window and at a substantially lower power
level, suggesting its contribution to the final signal of the time series does not have much relevance.

Figure 7. Period  Time Wavelet Power Spectrums generated for successive 17-day windows of tweet
activity in Rio de Janeiro. (1-3) Pre-Games windows corresponding to 51, 34, and 17 days before the
Games; (4) the Olympic Games window; (5-9) post-Games windows corresponding to 17, 34, 51, 68, and
85 days after the Games. The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the
beginning to the end of each window (Regions that are significantly different from white noise are
outlined in white.)
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CHAPTER 4
Study 1: Effect of Functional Distance from the Games
Rio de Janeiro was the principal host city, featuring wide-ranging events including track & field,
swimming, cycling, boxing, weight-lifting, sailing, basketball, volleyball, and football (soccer). While
several other cities in Brazil hosted football, other cities did not host any events. In other words,
Brazilian cities differed with respect to what we might call their functional distance from the Olympics.
The influence of functional distance on the patterns of communication was examined by comparing
LTPA Twitter activity in Rio to the football host Belo Horizonte, and to the non-host Porto Alegre. These
cities were chosen based on their metropolitan population size (PS), with Social Vulnerability (SVI) and
Human Development Indexes (HDI) that were close to the standards for Rio de Janeiro (PS = 12,389,775;
SVI = 0.290; HDI = 0.799). Belo Horizonte (PS = 5,742,260; SVI = 0.276; HDI = 0.810) was a football host;
Porto Alegre (PS = 3,894,232, SVI = 0.249, HDI = 0.805), did not host any events. All three cities belong to
the South-Southeast region of Brazil.

Descriptive Statistics
The analysis considered 31,605 tweets in Rio de Janeiro; 9,315 in Belo Horizonte; and 3,746 in Porto
Alegre. In terms of absolute numbers, Rio tweets more than the other cities in all epochs (Table 1). Total
LTPA tweets during the scraping period as a percentage of population (considering each municipality
plus its metropolitan area) were 0.24 for Rio, 0.16 for Belo Horizonte, and 0.10 for Porto Alegre. These
percentages indicate that differences in Twitter use among cities are not simply due to population
differences. As noted, usage may reflect socio-cultural factors. In Brazil, for example, the ease of
accessing wireless networks may influence local tendencies. This fact reinforces the need to normalize
each city’s data relative to its own Twitter habit.
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Figure 8. Histograms of daily LTPA-related
tweets (blue), retweets (green), and chatters
(pink) over the entire period of data collection
for Belo Horizonte (BH), and Porto Alegre
(PA).

Figure 9. Time series of proportional daily
LTPA-related Twitter activity metrics in Belo
Horizonte (top) and Porto Alegre (bottom):
Number of tweets (black), retweets (light
grey), and chatters (medium grey). Vertical
dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the
Games.

Twitter activity increased in all cities during the Games, with the increase being sharpest for Rio de
Janeiro (details in Appendix, Figure A2-1). While the average number of hashtags per tweet also follows
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this basic trajectory, it is distinct from the pattern for tweets, retweets, chatters and users in that, prior
to the Games, Rio de Janeiro’s rate is notably higher than Belo Horizonte’s which is higher than Porto
Alegre’s. Moreover, the sharper increase for Rio during the Games is not as dramatic as for the other
metrics. The differences among the cities continued immediately after the Games but began to diminish
near the end of the scraping period (Figure A2-1). Exceptions to the typical trajectory were found in the
maximum number of words per tweet and their standard deviation, both of which decreased during the
Games.
The increase in tweet activity in Figure 8 coincides with the period of the Olympic Games. Figure 9
shows that, as for the host city, individual Tweets comprise the bulk of activity in both cities and that the
relative contribution of retweets increased during the Games. Unlike the host city, however, after the
event the retweet levels in both cities returned to their pre-Games level.

Figure 10. Weekly LTPA-related tweets for Belo Horizonte (top) and Porto Alegre (bottom). Pre-Games
(left), Games (middle), and post-Games (right). Activity is averaged over corresponding hours during each
day of the week throughout the corresponding scraping period. Data were normalized (z-scores) for the
entire scraping period. Red dashed lines indicate the mean; grey dashed lines indicate ±1 SD.

The weekly patterns of tweet production reveal that before and after the Games both cities’ activity
is within ±1 SD from the mean; during the Games, in contrast, variability is magnified (Figure 10). Unlike
Rio, however, there is less variability in classic sleep time zones do not vanish during the Games. There is
also the suggestion, at least on some weekdays before and after the Games, of the graduated doublepeak pattern reported in Morales et al. (2017) for all-topic tweets in multiple South American cities. It
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might indicate that the fashion of tweeting about LTPA topics shares the same local synchronies evident
in the patterns of activity about other topics, at least for cities at some remove from primary hosting
duties. Both cities’ weekends activity, especially on Sundays, seem to present more variability away
from the mean.

Figure 11. Cumulative Sums for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and
average number of words over the entire period of data collection for Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line),
Belo Horizonte (black line), Porto Alegre (red dashed line). Data are normalized by each city’s total
number of tweets during the scraping period. The occurrence of the Games is bracketed by the dashed
vertical lines.

Figure 11 shows the cumulative sums of the Twitter metrics. To facilitate comparisons across cities
that differ in their general use of social media (e.g., due to population, accessibility of wireless networks,
local habits), each metric was scaled by the total activity during the scraping period so that they all run
from 0 to 1. Inspection of the plots reveals exponential growth during the Games for all observed
metrics, in all three cities, with two exceptions: Linear, non-exponential growth characterizes the
average number of words per post for Rio and Belo Horizonte, and the average number of hashtags for
Belo Horizonte. Otherwise, the increase in the production of tweets has very similar slopes for the three
cities, with the steepest slopes occurring during the Games. On the other hand, the pre- and post22

Games regions of the cumulative sum have decreased slope inclinations with shallower patterns that
indicate a drastic change in the rate of tweet production. This kind of growth is common in Twitter data
due to the contagious nature of the spread of information, which generates S-shaped curves (Christakis
& Fowler, 2010).

DFA
Figure 12 presents results of the DFA for the entire scraping period before the Games, the 17 days of
the Games, and the entire scraping period after the Games. Values of H are between .5 and 1.0 for all
metrics throughout the scraping period, indicating persistence. And although the degree of persistence
in the three cities varied during the pre- and post-Games periods, it is notable that the values of H
converged during the Olympic Games. In short, it appears that the occurrence of the mega-event
impacted the social network’s manner of talking about LTPA. A few city-specific patterns deserve
comment. Porto Alegre reached long-term correlation peak during the Games for all Twitter metrics
(typically with H > .85). Its lowest levels occurred during the post-Games period with two metrics
(number of hashtags and number of words) approaching randomness. Belo Horizonte also reached longterm correlation peak during the Games, especially for tweets and users, and less sharply for retweets,
hashtags, and chatters (which stayed fairly flat). Persistence in the retweet metric continued to rise
post-Games even while two metrics (tweets and users) decreased sharply. The pattern for Rio de Janeiro
was somewhat different from these. Only hashtags and words peaked during the Games. The values for
the other metrics were, in fact, at a minimum as the event was ongoing. No metrics approached
randomness, with only words falling below H = .8. Rio’s values were generally high overall. Despite these
differences, the commonality of the level of persistence during the Games for all three cities is notable.
Figure 13 presents the DFA for 9 equal 17-day windows. The results largely echo those for the
coarser partitioning. The levels of long-term correlation converge in all the cities for all the Twitter
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metrics during the 17 days of the Games (which is the same period as described above). However, the
path that leads to this point is, with few exceptions, non-static in all cities and characteristically different
for Rio de Janeiro. For Rio de Janeiro, which has higher values for tweets, retweets, chatters, and active
users, the Games and its adjacent windows reveal decreased long-term correlation in the patterns of
Twitter activity for all metrics but the average of hashtags and words per post. Long-term correlation is
greatest further away from the Games, before and after the event. At the end of the scraping period, Rio
seems to have increased its patterns of long-term correlation, returning to a level previously observed.
The Games seem to have the opposite effect for Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre: Long-term correlation
increases sharply in all metrics during the Games in comparison to the previous window. Belo Horizonte
also seems to stand out with respect to the average number of hashtags and words per post, using more
of each than the other two Brazilian cities.

Figure 12. Hurst exponents derived from DFA for (a) tweets, (b) retweets, (c) chatters, (d) users, (e)
average number of hashtags, and (f) average number of words pre-, during, and post-Games for Rio de
Janeiro (blue dotted line with R markers), Belo Horizonte (black line with B markers), Porto Alegre (red
dashed line with P markers). Dashed grey line indicates the threshold for randomized long-term
correlation.
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The first 17 days after the Games are mostly followed by a decrease in the long-term correlation in all
cities, and in all cases, with some Twitter metrics approaching randomness more than others. The H levels
achieved during the Games are maintained only for Rio de Janeiro’s number of tweets, retweets, and users.
The observed decrease is reversed typically after 17 and 34 days after the end of the Games for most of the
Twitter metrics analyzed and the cities compared.

Figure 13. Plots of DFA for 17 days windows of tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of
hashtags, and average number of words per tweet. X-axis in sequence: Three pre-Games windows
(starting 51, 34, and 17 days before games), Olympic Games window, five post-Games windows (ending
17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after games). Cities: Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line with R markers), Belo
Horizonte (black line with B markers), Porto Alegre (red dashed line with P markers). Dashed grey line
indicates the threshold for randomized long-term correlation.

In short, DFA does not indicate a legacy of the Games in the form of a change in long-term
correlation. Regardless of a city’s functional distance from the Games, post-Games states are very close
to pre-Games states. It may, indeed, be the case that the event did not affect the dynamics of people’s
posts about LTPA.
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FFT
The frequency analysis of Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre echoes that for Rio de Janeiro, yielding
the 22.5 or 25.7-hr periods in all windows (Figure 14), approximating the 24-hr daily pattern expected
for Twitter data. The 12-hr period is also above threshold in almost all windows, with a handful of
exceptions: windows 1 and 3 for Porto Alegre, and windows 1 and 5 for Belo Horizonte were below
threshold; window 3 for Belo Horizonte yielded a slightly higher period of 13.8 hr.

Figure 14. Periodograms generated from the FFT for 17-day windows of tweet activity in Belo Horizonte
and Porto Alegre. (1-3) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games, (4) Olympic
Games window, (5-9) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after games).

Periods substantially higher than 24-hr were observed in a few windows: for Belo Horizonte, 45-hr
was apparent in window 1; for Porto Alegre, 60-hr was apparent in windows 5 and 9, and 90-hr in
window 2; and for Rio, 90-hr was apparent in window 5.
Above-threshold high frequencies were also apparent: in Belo Horizonte windows 2 and 3, and 5-9,
and 5-8 in Porto Alegre. This may indicate that people are engaging more often in tweeting about LTPA.
The periods 9 and 6.4 hr apparent in window 4 (i.e., during the Games) for Rio, also show up for Belo
Horizonte, as does the 9-hr period for Porto Alegre. These may indicate that tweeting inside the network
tends to follow more the work/rest/recreation cycle.
In summary, whereas the signal of tweet activity for Rio is composed of only a few important
frequencies (up to 4), the final signals for Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre have many more frequencies
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(up to 12). This may indicate a tendency towards more random behavior by these systems with respect
to the topic of LTPA.

Wavelet and Cross-wavelet Coherence
The Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the entire time series for the two Brazilian cities reveals a
similar pattern to the one seen for Rio de Janeiro (Figure 15). During the Games the high-power levels
(significantly different from white noise) across the spectrum are discernible indicating that many
frequencies are contributing to the signal. Although the main frequencies of 24 and 12 hr are still
apparent, they are only significant during the Games. Once again, the finer detail available in the
sequence of 17-day windows shows high power levels around the 24 and 12-hr periods, but not with the
same predominance as seen in Rio de Janeiro (Figure 16). It is not possible to visually identify the impact
of the Games in the LTPA communication in these two periods for windows 3, 4 and 5. What is apparent
is that the last 100 hr before the event in Belo Horizonte, and the first 100 hr and last 200 hr during the
Games in both cities generate high power, and significantly so, through many periods of the same time
frame. The same occurrence of multiple simultaneous significant high-power level frequencies can also
be identified in windows 1 and 9 in Belo Horizonte, and 2, 5, and 9 in Porto Alegre.

Figure 15. The Period  Time Wavelet Power Spectrum generated for the entire period of tweet activity
collected in Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre (a total of 4391 hr). The Y-axis shows the candidate
frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the beginning to the end of the time series; color indicates
the power level. Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games (between 1560 and 1967 hr).
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Beyond the 24-hr period, no other high period has enough magnitude to be considered a
contributor to the final time series of tweet production. On the other hand, the fast frequencies change
from window to window, showing persistence across periods (from 1 to 24-hr) and fewer high-power
significant occurrences over time. Especially in windows 3 and 4, the occurrences of high magnitude fast
frequencies are much more concentrated at certain times, meaning that many frequencies have high
power and contribute to the final signal.

Figure 16. Wavelet Power Spectrums generated for 17-day windows of tweet activity in Belo Horizonte
and Porto Alegre. The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the
beginning to the end of each window. (1-3) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17 days before the
Games; (4) the Olympic Games window; (5-9) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days
after the Games. (Regions that are significantly different from white noise are outlined in white.)

A frequency coordination analysis of the tweet activity in terms of the cross-wavelet coherence
between Rio de Janeiro and the targeted cities confirmed the insights allowed by the wavelet analysis.
This can be seen in Figure 17 and in Table 2. In the plots, significant moments of mostly in-phase
entrainment of the cities’ routines can be seen during the Games and its boundaries throughout all the
periods, identified by the red colors delimited by a black line. Although Belo Horizonte’s coordination
with Rio de Janeiro is slightly prolonged compared to that of Porto Alegre, the coherence of both cities is
quite similar. Periods in the proximity of 24 hr show strong coherence, mostly in phase, across the entire
time series. The strength of the correlation during the Games and its surroundings is remarkable. The
12-hr period was also present, but with less coherent moments. Around the 256-hr period, strong
correlations that go beyond the occurrence of the Games are also apparent, with greater prominence
pre-Games in Belo Horizonte.
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Figure 17. Cross-wavelet coherence of activity in Rio de Janeiro and (left) Belo Horizonte and (right) Porto
Alegre during the entire scraping period for (top) tweets, (middle) retweets, and (bottom) chatters. The Yaxis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the beginning to the end of the
time series (a total of 4391 hr). Vertical dashed white lines delimit the occurrence of the Games (between
1560 and 1967 hr).

The Cross-wavelet Coherence Analysis was further investigated for the 6, 12, and 24-hr periods
(Figure 18 and 19) during three 17-day windows: pre- (from 51 to 34 days before the Games), during,
and post- (from 34 days to 51 days after the Games). The results presented in Table 2 complement the
cross-wavelet coherence plots. The pre- and post- windows are equally far from the Games and allow
examination of how the Games changed communication about LTPA. The percentage of occurrence of
significant coherence between Rio de Janeiro and its Brazilian counterparts is high at all times for the
period of 24 hr. During the Games this coherence reaches 100% significance in both cities. This is quite
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apparent in the cross-wavelet coherence plots in the predominance of red areas encircled by black lines
(Figure 17, 18-C, and 19-C).

With respect to the 12-hr frequency, the percentage of significant coherence is above 83% during
the Games for both Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre and below 30% before and after the Games.
Indeed, for Belo Horizonte, significantly coherent behavior declines by more than 11% from the pre- to
post-Games windows. Porto Alegre, in contrast, did not show the same decline.

It is apparent that inphase is the common pattern of coordination with Rio de Janeiro. The last
column of Table 2 indicates this in its phase average values, which are predominantly close to 0 over all
analyzed epochs relative to the Games. Additionally, the occurrence of peaks around phase 0 in both
cities’ histograms points to the same conclusion—there is phase locking in these data (Figure 18-A and
Figure 19-A). The predominance of the inphase coordination is found in the 12 hr-period in the pre- and
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during Games windows for Belo Horizonte and during and post-Games windows for Porto Alegre.
Moreover, the phase coordination in the 24-hr period does not occupy any other pattern far away from
inphase. These concentrations are evidence of phase locking between the Brazilian cities and Rio de
Janeiro. For the 6-hr period, the predominance of inphase coordination only arises during the Games;
the pre- and post-Games patterns of coordination have no particular tendency in either city (Figures 18B and 19-B). Although, the Games do not shift the relative phases (Figures 18 and 19, sections B), they
increase the significant occurrence of coherent patterns among the cities (Sections C and D of Figures 18
and 19, and Table 2).

Figure 18. Cross-wavelet coherence of tweet production between Rio de Janeiro and Belo Horizonte with
phase coordination for three windows of 17 days: (1) 51-34 days before the Games, (2) Games, (3) 34-51
days after the Games.

Figure 19. Cross-wavelet coherence of tweet production between Rio de Janeiro and Porto Alegre with
phase coordination for three windows of 17 days: (1) 51-34 days before the Games, (2) Games, (3) 34-51
days after the Games.

Summary
Clearly an influence of the Games on LTPA Twitter activity was felt in all of the Brazilian cities. Not
surprisingly, the most dramatic effect was apparent in the principal host city. But the other Brazilian
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cities show a similar kind of contagious growth in the cumulative sum of many Twitter metrics. And all
three cities converged on the same degree of persistence during the Games. Although Belo Horizonte
and Porto Alegre generally have many more frequencies than Rio de Janeiro, they echoed the
appearance of shorter frequencies and disappearance of longer frequencies during the Games. And the
power of the frequencies was elevated during the Games. Finally, the coherence of activity with Rio de
Janeiro increased dramatically during the Games. The evidence for a legacy is minimal, being limited to a
small increase in coherence in the DFA for Rio de Janeiro after the Games.
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CHAPTER 5
Study 2: Social Legacy vs. Time Zone Proximity
If sports engagement is a legacy of a mega-sporting event, then one might expect it to be made
visible through more frequent LTPA tweets in former host cities relative to non-host cities, particularly
before the event starts. One reason is that hosting-related changes in those localities might be expected
to create new possibilities for action—new affordances (Gibson, 1979; also, see General Discussion)—
that might promote LTPA communication about those actions. The Games might also reinforce the
tendency of sports engagement, resulting in an augmented frequency of tweets after the Games when
compared with before the Games.
Study 2 examined the frequency of tweets during the Rio Olympics for two former host cities,
Atlanta 1996 and Sydney 2000, and two non-host control cities from the same countries and time zones
as the host cities, respectively, Philadelphia and Brisbane. Whereas Atlanta and Philadelphia are in
essentially the same time zone as Rio (1 hour earlier), Sydney and Brisbane are 13 hours ahead. All
things being equal, it might be expected that the closer the targeted city time zone to the host city, the
easier it would be for Twitter activity during the Games to be accentuated as communication occurs at
compatible times. A social legacy, however, would suggest that the hosting history would be important
over and above time zone. Twitter users from former host cities might be “primed” by those
experiences such that the current social network strengthens the objective necessity of LTPA for those
users.

Descriptive Statistics
The analysis considered a total of 102,459 tweets in Atlanta; 33,244 in Philadelphia; 37,378 in
Sydney; and 13,242 in Brisbane. In terms of absolute numbers, Atlanta tweets more than the other cities
(Table3). Its rate is double that of Rio with less than half its population (considering each municipality
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plus its metropolitan area). Total LTPA tweets during the scraping period as a percentage of population
were 1.95 for Atlanta, 0.82 for Sydney, 0.59 for Philadelphia, and 0.59 for Brisbane. Again, to facilitate
comparison to each other as well as to Rio de Janeiro, these percentages reinforce the need to
normalize each city’s data relative to its own Twitter habit.

As in Study 1, the concentration of the tweet activity of each city in Figure 20 and Table 3 coincides
with the epoch of the Olympic Games. However, this increase is not as dramatic as it was for the
Brazilian cities, and is characterized by very different proportions of tweets, retweets, and chatters.
Figure 21 shows the proportional daily Twitter activity of tweets, retweets, and chatters produced
throughout the scraping period. As in the Brazilian cities of Study 1, individual Tweets comprise the bulk
of activity. However, the contribution of retweets to the network is not as straightforward. Atlanta and
Sydney seem to share the familiar pattern of an increase in the proportion of retweets during the
Games, followed by a subsequent decrease to pre-Games levels after the event. This pattern is less clear
for Philadelphia. The pattern for Brisbane is quite distinct: It is characterized by a much lower proportion
of tweets overall than the other cities, with a correspondingly high proportion of retweets. The latter
decreases to the level of the proportion of chatters in mid-September, accompanied by a slight increase
in the proportion of tweets.
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Figure 20. Histograms of daily LTPA-related tweets (blue), retweets (green), and chatters (pink) over the
entire period of data collection for Atlanta (AT), Sydney (SY), Philadelphia (PH), Brisbane (BR).

Figure 21. Time series of proportional daily LTPA-related Twitter activity metrics in Atlanta (top-left),
Sydney (top-right), Philadelphia (bottom-left), and Brisbane (bottom-right): Number of tweets (black),
retweets (light grey), and chatters (medium grey). Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the
Games.

The weekly patterns of tweet production (Figure 22) reveal variability beyond ±1 SD during the
Games in all targeted cities. This behavior remains for some weekdays in Atlanta and Philadelphia after
the Games. Weekend activity is constrained around the mean with less variability in all cities except for
pre-Games in Brisbane. Unlike Rio but like the other Brazilian cities, there is great variability from the
mean beyond 1 SD during the Games. With respect to the three patterns of normalized average weekly
Twitter activity identified in Morales et al. (2017), the North American cities should resemble the
graduated double-peak of the Brazilian cities while the Australian cities might be expected to display a
pattern with a single large peak of activity during the day that is typical of Asian and Oceanian cities.
However, this does not seem to characterize the patterns for the LTPA topic. If anything, a double-peak
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pattern is observed on some weekdays before and after the Games for the Australian cities whereas the
North American cities show more of a single peak.

Figure 22. Weekly LTPA-related tweets for Atlanta (A), Philadelphia (B), Sydney (C), and Brisbane (D). PreGames (left column), Games (middle column), and (right column) post-Games. Activity is averaged over
corresponding hours during each day of the week throughout the corresponding scraping period. Data
were normalized (z-scores) for the entire scraping period. Red dashed lines indicate the mean; the grey
dashed lines indicate ±1 SD.

Figure 23. Cumulative Sums for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and
average number of words during the entire period of data collection for Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line),
Atlanta (black line), Philadelphia (red dashed line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), and Brisbane (orange
two dashed line). Data are normalized by each city’s total number of tweets during the scraping period.
The occurrence of the Games is bracketed by the dashed vertical lines.
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The cumulative sums of the Twitter metrics are shown in Figure 23, again scaled by the total activity
during the scraping period. Relative to the baseline provided by Rio de Janeiro, no other city—regardless
of hosting history or time zone—presents such a dramatic exponential alteration of behavior. All cities
(including Rio) show linear growth in the number of words. Their cumulative sum slopes are very similar,
but especially for tweets, retweets, and hashtags, it is possible to identify that (i) Sydney and Brisbane,
(ii) Atlanta and Philadelphia, and (iii) Rio de Janeiro have very specific slope characteristics. Visual
inspection suggests that LTPA is not a topic that is impacted in a contagious fashion by the Games,
except in the case of the host city. To test this assumption more formally, however, the rate of growth
will be examined in a later section, Comparisons of all cities.

DFA
Figure 24 presents results of the DFA for the entire scraping period before the Games, the 17 days of
the Games, and the entire scraping period after the Games. Values of H are between .5 and 1.0 for all
metrics throughout the scraping period, indicating persistence. And although the degree of persistence
in the three cities varied during the pre- and post-Games periods, the values of H converged for tweets,
chatters, users, and average number of words per tweet during the Olympic Games, although not as
tightly as for the Brazilian cities.
The pre-Games values for number of tweets and users do not change during the Games but they
diverge after the Games. After the Games, long-term correlation for Rio de Janeiro increases even more,
Atlanta and Sydney values are maintained, and Philadelphia and Brisbane experience a decrease,
suggesting that previous hosting status, regardless of time zone, is an important factor in this matter. In
the case of retweets and chatters, the North American cities seem to follow a similar pattern distinct
from the Australian cities, suggesting the importance of a contiguous time zone in the more social
aspects of Twitter. Rio de Janeiro’s drastic decrease in long-term correlation for average number of
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words after Games is not echoed by any other targeted location. The impact of being the current host
seems to constrain the number of words written in posts.

Figure 24. DFA plots for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and average
number of words activities, before, during, and after the Games. Cities: Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line),
Atlanta (black line), Philadelphia (red dashed line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), Brisbane (orange two
dashed line). Dashed grey line indicates the threshold for randomized long-term correlation.

Figure 25 presents the DFA for 9 equal 17-day windows. The analysis shows that the lower longterm correlations observed in Rio de Janeiro during the Games and in the windows surrounding the
Games for tweets, retweets, chatters, and users, is not seen in any other city. Instead, long-term
correlation increases for all the targeted cities during the Games, with the increase building up from
some windows pre-Games, and sustaining itself sometimes for longer, after the end of the event.
Philadelphia’s behavior matches Atlanta’s for chatters and users, and Brisbane’s behavior matches
Sydney’s for tweets, retweets, users, and hashtags. Rio de Janeiro also shows a distinct pattern in its
increase in long-term correlation for the average number of hashtags and words. While other cities
show a build up in dependency evolving from previous windows, none of them is as drastic and
exponential as the pattern observed in the host city. Philadelphia echoes the drastic drop in long-term
correlation in the post-Games windows, however, in the average hashtags metric. Moreover, for both
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Rio de Janeiro and Philadelphia, the precipitous drop is followed by an increase built up sequentially
through the post-Games windows. For Sydney and Brisbane there is a relaxation stage in the postGames windows with a decrease of dependency in a sequential manner. Atlanta’s dependency levels are
fairly flat for the number of tweets, users, average number of hashtags, and words, and Sydney’s is flat
for the average number of words. In these cases, it seems that the Games do not disrupt the dynamics
of long-term correlations. It is also interesting to note, however, that for such a stable dynamics locality
as Atlanta, the Games seem to have influenced the reproduction of information through retweets, and
of addressing others in the conversation through chatters.

Figure 25. DFA plots for 17-day windows of tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of
hashtags, and average number of words per tweet. X-axis in sequence: Three pre-Games windows
(starting 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games), the Olympic Games window, five post-Games windows
(ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the Games). Cities: Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Atlanta
(black line), Philadelphia (red dashed line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), Brisbane (orange two dashed
line). Dashed grey line indicates the threshold for randomized long-term correlation.
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FFT
The frequency analysis again yields the periods of 22.5 or 25.7 hr in all windows, approximating the
24-hr daily pattern (Figure 26) expected for Twitter data. The 12-hr period that was clear in Rio was
present in all of Sydney’s windows, and in most of the windows of the other cities.

Figure 26. Periodograms generated from the FFT for 17-day windows of tweet activity in Sydney,
Brisbane, Atlanta, and Philadelphia. (1-3) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17 days before the
Games, (4) Olympic Games window, (5-9) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after
games.

Focusing on the Australian cities, Sydney produced the least power for the 12-hr period localized at
the boundaries of the Games (windows 2, 3, and 5) while the greatest power for that frequency
occurred in windows 1, 4 and 7. For Brisbane, while there was no 12-hr period in window 2 (34-18 days
before the Games), the power of the 12-hr period was considerable during and after the Games
(windows 4, 5, 7, and 9). Sydney sometimes showed slower frequencies (60 and 90 hr in windows 1 and
5), but no frequencies faster than 12 and 24 hr. Brisbane yielded a mix: a slower frequency of 45 hr in
window 1; faster frequencies of around 4.5 hr identified in windows 5, 7, and 9; and the even faster
frequency of 2.7 hr right after the Games.
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Among the United States cities, the 12-hr period was only below threshold in windows 1 and 8 for
Atlanta and in windows 1, 8, and 9 (i.e., far from the Games) for Philadelphia. Both cities showed the
greatest power for the 12-hr period in windows 4 and 5. Philadelphia also showed a faster frequency (3
hr) in windows 1, 4, and 5, as well as a slower frequency (90 hr) in windows 4 and 9. Atlanta, in contrast,
did not have frequency diversity apart from 24 and 12 hr.
While above-threshold high frequencies for Brisbane and Philadelphia could indicate that people are
engaging more often in tweeting about LTPA during the Games, it could simply be a result of low tweet
activity, which would promote the importance of a less powerful frequency. Differently from the Games
period, LTPA communication in the investigated localities did not seem to follow the work, rest, and
recreation cycle periods as seen in Rio, for example. It seems that the signal of tweet activity is
composed primarily from two important frequencies. Brisbane and Philadelphia have more frequencies
generating the final signal in some of the analyzed windows (up to 4).

Wavelet and Cross-wavelet Coherence
The Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the entire time series for the four targeted cities reveals
patterns that are very different from Rio de Janeiro and the other Brazilian cities (Figure 27). The main
24-hr frequency is not only apparent in all cities, as in Study 1; it persists at a significant level throughout
the scraping period with high power. Quite unlike the Brazilian cities, the epoch during the Games does
not stand out in the spectrum. In both the U.S. and Australian cities, the Games can be detected in the
concentration of significant white lines before 2000 hr.
Turning to the finer detail available in the Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the sequence of
17-day windows, the high-power levels around the 24-hr period are sustained more than the Brazilian
cities, even Rio de Janeiro (Figure 28). The 12-hr period is less recurrent over time or across windows
and localities, but still reaches power and significance. The impact of the Games is not as easily seen in
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the spectrum as in Study 1. However, an increase in the occurrence of high-power fast frequencies
across multiple periods (from 1–24 hr) is apparent in window 4 of all cities. In brief, at these moments,
those fast frequencies become important and play a role in composing the final signal of the time series,
or in other words, in generating the tweets. Also, the 12-hr period increases its power in window 4. In
Atlanta and Philadelphia, it is apparent that the 24-hr period loses a little bit of its power and
predominance after Games (window 5). No period higher than 24 hr has enough magnitude to be
considered as contributing to the final time series of tweet production.

Figure 27. Period  Time Wavelet Power Spectra generated for the entire period of tweet activity for
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Sydney, and Brisbane (a total of 4391 hr). The Y-axis shows the candidate
frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the beginning to the end of the time series; color indicates
the power level. Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games (between 1560 and 1967 hr).

Figure 28. Period  Time Wavelet Power Spectrums generated for successive 17-day windows of tweet
activity in Atlanta, Philadelphia, Sydney, and Brisbane. (1-3) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17
days before the Games; (4) the Olympic Games window; (5-9) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51,
68, and 85 days after the Games). The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time
from the beginning to the end of each window. (Regions that are significantly different from white noise
are outlined in white.)
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One goal of Study 2 was to assess whether being in the same time zone as the host city mattered to
the effect of the Games on Twitter activity about LTPA. The Wavelet analysis suggests that it does not.
The behavior of these 4 cities resembles each other, despite representing time zones that are 13 hr
apart. Also, even though Rio de Janeiro and Atlanta and Philadelphia are in time zones that are only 1 hr
apart, the U.S. cities do not respond in the same way to the Games as Rio de Janeiro or the other
Brazilian cities analyzed.
The frequency coordination analysis in terms of the cross-wavelet coherence between Rio de
Janeiro and the targeted cities confirmed the insights allowed by the wavelet analysis. This can be seen
in Figure 29 and in Table 4. In the plots, the 24-hr period and its surroundings has a high significant
correlation throughout the entire analyzed period. This effect was seen for number of tweets and
chatters, with much more strength in the former case. All the cities presented a disruption in coherence
of the 24-hr period close to the beginning and end of the Games, which could be an effect of the event.
Note that inphase coordination here means, not that the cities’ tweet production occurs at the same
physical time, but in the same hour of the day, demarcating that the daily routines of the cities match
Rio’s.
The 12-hr period was also very prominent with respect to the number of tweets, providing evidence
of coherence with Rio among all the targeted cities. This effect was not evident in the number of
retweets or chatters. During the days of the Games, delimited by the white dashed lines, the extension
of the 24-hr band is apparent, as is the emergence of a 256-hr coherent period in some of the cities.
Some inphase coherence is apparent before and after Games around the 256-hr period for all cities.
Sydney and Philadelphia also show this phase coherence during the Games. In the case of Sydney, the
phase coordination is shifted towards a more anti-phase relation, which might indicate that during the
Games the tweets were being produced during the actual time of occurrence of the Games, which
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reflects 13 hours of difference in the daily routine of the city. It might indicate that people changed their
patterns of behavior during the Games, probably keeping up with the events and tweeting about it at
non-conventional hours of the day.

Both Australian cities show high significant coherence in the slower frequencies around the period
of 1024 hr, which persists for a great portion of the time analyzed. This could be an indication of the
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characteristic way these regions tweet but, due to the limitations of the analysis (notably, the cone of
influence), not much information is available about the progression of coordination in this period.

Figure 29. Cross-wavelet Coherence of activity in Rio de Janeiro with (left to right) Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Sydney, and Brisbane during the entire scraping period for (top) tweets, (middle) retweets, and (bottom)
chatters. The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the beginning to the
end of the timeseries (a total of 4391 hours). Vertical dashed white lines delimit the occurrence of the
Games (between 1560 and 1967 hr).

The Cross-wavelet Coherence Analysis focused on the 6, 12, and 24-hr periods during three 17-day
windows: pre- (from 51 to 34 days before the Games), during, and post- (from 34 days to 51 days after
the Games). The results presented in Table 4 complement the cross-wavelet coherence plots.

Summary
Again, an influence of the Games on LTPA Twitter activity was felt in all of the targeted cities.
However, it was not of the same magnitude as in the Brazilian cities. Contagious growth is not apparent
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in the cumulative sums of the Twitter metrics (but, again, see the section Comparisons of all cities).
There is some convergence on the degree of persistence during the Games although not as sharp as for
the Brazilian cities. But they seem to share neither the promotion of shorter frequencies nor the
elevated power of frequencies during the Games that was seen in the Brazilian cities. Finally,
systematicities as a function of time zone did not emerge.
The evidence for a legacy would be shown if Atlanta and Sydney were different from their non-host
counterparts Philadelphia and Brisbane. But systematicities as a function of previous hosting status did
not emerge.
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CHAPTER 6
Study 3: Longevity of a Social Legacy
Hosting status did not provide evidence of a legacy in Study 2. As an alternative perspective on the
issue, Study 3 was directed at whether the dynamic pattern of Twitter metrics was affected by how long
ago a city hosted the Olympic Games. If sports engagement is a legacy of a mega-sporting event,
perhaps that legacy gets reinvigorated in each Olympiad no matter where the Games were hosted each
time. To address this, former host cities having native English or Portuguese languages were examined—
London 2012, Sydney 2000, Atlanta 1996, Los Angeles 1984, and Melbourne 1956—and compared to Rio
de Janeiro 2016.
A social legacy would be indicated by augmented frequency of tweets. As examples of possible
effects, activity during the month immediately before the Games should exceed activity during the
month prior to that; an overall increase should be apparent during the Games; or the level after the
Games might be elevated relative to the pre-event level. In this case, the sports event could be
considered a “Tweet attractor.” One might expect the strength of this attractor to decrease with the
years (e.g., due to generational, infra-structure, economic and local political changes), in a relaxation
fashion, meaning the time since hosting could matter to the frequency of LTPA tweets of the targeted
cities.

Descriptive Statistics
The analysis considered 473,417 LTPA related tweets in London; 37,378 in Sydney; 102,459 in
Atlanta; 501,413 in Los Angeles; and 41,141 in Melbourne. Table 5 shows the mean and standard
deviation of tweets per targeted city per epoch. Total LTPA tweets during the scraping period as a
percentage of population were 4.54 for London, .82 for Sydney, 1.95 for Atlanta, 4.07 for Los Angeles,
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and .97 for Melbourne. Again, these percentages reinforce the need to normalize each city’s data
relative to its own Twitter habit.

Figure 30. Histograms of daily LTPA-related tweets (blue), retweets (green), and chatters (pink) over the
entire period of data collection for London 2012 (LO), Sydney 2000 (SY), Atlanta 1996 (AT), Los Angeles
1984 (LA), Melbourne 1956 (ME).

The pattern of daily LTPA-related tweets, retweets, and chatters is shown in Figure 30 and their
proportions are shown in Figure 31. It is interesting to see that the disturbance seen in the pattern of
Twitter metrics during the Olympic Games for the Brazilian cities is less clear in the former host cities.
Los Angeles does not even show the characteristic increase in activity during the epoch of the Games, as
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if the event did not interfere at all in people’s routine of posts about LTPA. The increase in the
proportion of retweets during the Games displayed by the Brazilian cities in Study 1 is very slight in
Atlanta and Sydney but does not characterize Los Angeles, Melbourne, and London. London is the only
city that presents non-overlapping lines for chatters and retweets throughout the scraping period
(Figure 31). London also has the highest proportion of retweets and lowest proportion of tweets; Los
Angeles is the opposite.

Figure 31. Time series of proportional daily LTPA-related Twitter activity metrics in Los Angeles (A),
Sydney (B), Atlanta (C), Melbourne (D), and London (E): Number of tweets (black), retweets (light grey),
and chatters (medium grey). Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games. For other
targeted cities of Study 3 check plot in Study 2.

The weekly patterns of tweet production (Figure 32) reveal that, like all of the other targeted cities,
the classic sleep time zones do not vanish during the Games as they did for Rio de Janeiro. For Los
Angeles, tweet production is constrained in the period after the Games with a decrease in the hourly
numbers of tweets from the mean shown by the extension of the curves towards -1 SD. During the
Games a double-peak pattern, but not the expected graduated form, is revealed on Wednesdays,
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Thursdays, and Saturdays. London pre-Games shows the equal double-peak pattern identified by
Morales et al. 2017 which vanishes during the Games, reappearing in a very discrete manner in the after
Games. As an Australian city, Melbourne might be expected to display a pattern with a prominent large
peak of activity during the day that is typical of Asian and Oceanian cities. However, this does not seem
to characterize the patterns for the LTPA topic. A pattern with less prominent double-peaks is apparent
in the pre- and post-Games. The world characteristic pattern for Los Angeles is not evident in the LTPA
weekly pattern. The weekends seem to have a common effect in all periods: activity is constrained
around the mean.

Figure 32. Weekly LTPA-related tweets for London 2012 (A), Sydney 2000 (B), Atlanta 1996 (C), Los
Angeles 1984 (D), and Melbourne 1956 (E). Pre-Games (left), Games (middle), and (right) post-Games.
Activity is averaged over corresponding hours during each day of the week throughout the corresponding
scraping period. Data were normalized (z-scores) for the entire scraping period. Red dashed line indicates
the mean; the grey dashed lines indicate ±1 SD. For other targeted cities of Study 3 check plot in Study 2.
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The cumulative sums of the Twitter metrics are shown in Figure 33, again scaled by the total activity
during the scraping period. The curve for the contemporaneous host city is included for ease of
comparison. The other cities present a mild alteration of behavior seen in the slope’s steepness change
during the Games. But no other city—regardless of recency of hosting—presents Rio’s dramatic
exponential alteration of behavior. All cities (including Rio) show linear growth in the number of words.
Overall, Rio’s slopes pre- and post-Games are also less steep than the other targeted cities. Again, visual
inspection suggests that LTPA is not a topic that is impacted in a contagious fashion by the Games,
except in the case of the host city. To test this assumption, however, an explicit examination of the rate
of growth will be developed in the section that follows, Comparisons of all cities.

Figure 33. Cumulative Sums for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and
average number of words during the entire period of data collection for Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line),
Atlanta (black line), London (red dashed line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), Los Angeles (orange two
dashed line), Melbourne (purple long dashed line). Data are normalized by each city’s total number of
tweets during the scraping period. The occurrence of the Games is bracketed by the dashed vertical lines.

In terms of absolute numbers, London and Los Angeles are on a different scale from the other
former host cities (see Appendix 2). Their descriptive statistics far exceed the others in almost all Twitter
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related metrics. However, compared to Rio there are a few metrics during the Games that reach similar
levels in these cities: maximum and standard deviation of tweets, retweets, chatters, and users.
Interestingly, Rio’s average number of words per post sits well below all of the former hosts, only
approaching their level during the Games (accompanied by a decrease in its SD; Figure A2-3, Appendix).
In fact, taking the total number of tweets per hour per day as a percentage of the population of the
host cities in the pre-, during, and post-Games epochs is revealing. The size of the increase during the
Games compared to the pre- and post-Games epochs tracks recency of hosting for four iterations
(Figure 34): Rio’s increase is greater than London’s which is greater than Sydney’s which is greater than
Atlanta’s. Los Angeles does not peak during the Games. Interestingly, although Melbourne is the host
from the most distant past, its increase during the Games is comparable to Sydney’s. Its activity may
have been boosted by hosting football during the Sydney Games. Melbourne also bid to host the 1996
Games, suggesting a persisting interest in the Games by this particular former host. All of these patterns
with the exception of Los Angeles are consistent with the possibility of a legacy.

Figure 34. Tweet production as a function of % of population for previous host cities.
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DFA
Figure 35 presents results of the DFA for the entire scraping period before the Games, the 17 days of
the Games, and the entire scraping period after the Games. Values of H are between .5 and 1.0 for all
metrics throughout the scraping period, indicating persistence. However, the values of H seem not to
converge as they had in previous the studies.
No previous host city shows the pattern of Rio de Janeiro either for the drop in long-term
correlation during the Games for retweets and chatters, or the increase after the Games for tweets,
retweets, chatters, and users. In fact, for these Twitter metrics the tendency for the long-term
correlation is to drop or not change at all for previous host cities. With respect to the average number of
hashtags, the level of dependency peaks during the Games for Rio de Janeiro, Sydney, Los Angeles, and
Melbourne. In the case of the average number of words, whereas Rio de Janeiro’s coherence peaks
during the Games, the previous host cities sustained the long-term correlation patterns of the Games.

Figure 35. DFA for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and average number of
words, pre-, during, and post-Games, in sequence. Cities: Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Atlanta (black
line), London (red dashed line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), Los Angeles (orange two dashed line),
Melbourne (purple long dashed line). Dashed grey line indicates the threshold for randomized long-term
correlation.
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Figure 36 presents the DFA for 9 equal 17-day windows. The results largely echo those for the
coarser partitioning. The pattern of long-term correlations observed in Rio de Janeiro (described in
Study 2) is not seen in the other former host cities. In fact, for Melbourne, Sydney, and Atlanta there is
an increase in dependency during the period of the Games that builds up from some pre-Games
windows, and decays window by window, after the end of the event. The DFA does not show a
prominent effect of the Games for London and Los Angeles.
The increase in dependency observed in Rio de Janeiro’s average number of hashtags is seen in all
cities but not in such an exponential manner. As for other Twitter metrics, the growth in long-term
correlations is built up in the pre-Games windows. The drop is also not as extreme as the 2016 host city
occurring bit by bit in each window.

Figure 36. DFA for 17-day windows of tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and
average number of words per tweet. X-axis in sequence: Three pre-Games windows (starting 51, 34, and
17 days before the Games), Olympic Games window, five post-Games windows (ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and
85 days after the Games). Cities: Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Atlanta (black line), London (red dashed
line), Sydney (green dot-dashed line), Los Angeles (orange two dashed line), Melbourne (purple long
dashed line). Dashed grey line indicates the threshold for randomized long-term correlation.
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Rio de Janeiro also shows a distinct pattern for the average number of words. Its drastic exponential
growth in dependency followed by a decay of the same amplitude was not followed by any of the other
host cities. Interestingly, all the cities have a very similar long-term correlation tendency that lasts
throughout the analyzed windows with not much variation being observed.
These results do not show a clear pattern that is shared by cities that hosted the Games in the past.
Nor is it possible to identify any pattern related either to how long ago a city hosted the Games, or to
the geographical locality of the city.

FFT
The frequency analysis of the previous host cities echoed the other targeted cities of Studies 1 and 2
in showing the prominence of the 24-hr daily cycle in all windows (Figure 37) The day-night cycle
corresponding to a period of 12 hr was again present in the previous host cities. Although it
characterized all of Sydney’s windows, it appeared in a more mixed fashion for the other cities
(sometimes appearing but below the designated threshold). For Los Angeles, the 12-hr period emerged
only in windows 5 and 6 (although it was apparent in the other windows, just below threshold). London
did not have a significant 12-hr peak in windows 7 and 9, nor Atlanta in windows 1 and 8 (whose
magnitudes were below the defined threshold), nor Melbourne in windows 2 and 6. For Rio, it was
window 3 that did not have the contribution of the 12-hr period. For those former hosts that showed
significant peaks, magnitudes nonetheless varied. In Sydney the 12-hr period had its lower magnitude in
windows 2, 3, and 5, localized at the boundaries of the Games. These mixed results for the day-night
cycle are of interest because that frequency was prominent in all cities in Morales et al. (2017). Its
fragility here could be due to the focus on LTPA, the influence of the Games, the status as former hosts
of the Games, or a combination of these.
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Slower frequencies than 24 hr were observed in window 1 of London, Sydney, Los Angeles (all 60 hr)
and Melbourne (45 hr), and in Sydney’s window 5 (90 hr). Faster frequencies than 12 hr were observed
in London’s window 4 (8 hr) and in Melbourne windows 1 (8 and 2 hr), window 3 (5 and 2 hr), window 8
(10 and 6 hr), and window 9 (7, 3, and 2 hr).
Los Angeles and Atlanta did not have much frequency diversity apart from 24 and 12 hr. Melbourne,
in contrast, showed many frequencies in each window (even though some did not quite reach
threshold). These results are not clear with respect to the influence of the time elapsed since hosting the
Games. The FFT for London and Sydney, the more recent hosts (at 4 and 12 years ago, respectively),
showed a bit more variety than Atlanta and Los Angeles (at 20 and 32 years ago, respectively) but not
nearly as much as Melbourne the host from 60 years ago. Moreover, Rio de Janeiro, the
contemporaneous host, showed diversity during the Games as well as a good deal of below-threshold
noise before and, especially, after the Games. In short, the results shown do not seem to reveal any
convincing pattern that could be attributed to a city’s experience with the Games.

Figure 37. Periodogram plots generated based on the FFT for 17-day windows of tweet activity in London,
Sydney, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Melbourne. (1-3) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17 days
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before the Games; (4) Olympic Games window; (5-9) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51, 68, and
85 days after the Games.

Wavelet and Cross-wavelet Coherence
The Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the entire time series for the five former host cities
(Figure 38) shows very different patterns from Rio de Janeiro and the other Brazilian cities and more like
those of Study 2. The main 24-hr frequency effect evident in Study 2, with a significant high-power
period persistent over time, is seen not only in Atlanta and Sydney but also in London, Los Angeles and,
less strongly, in Melbourne. And again, unlike the Brazilian cities, the epoch during the Games does not
stand out in the spectrum. However, in all the former host cities but Los Angeles, the Games can be
detected in the concentration of significant white lines before 2000 hours.
Turning to the finer detail available in the Wavelet Power Analysis performed on the sequence of
17-day windows, the high-power levels around the 24-hr period are sustained over time more than the
Brazilian cities, with less persistence in Melbourne (Figure 39). The 12-hr period is less recurrent over
time than the 24-hr period, but is visible in all localities, again with less strength in Melbourne.

Figure 38. Wavelet Power Spectrum generated for the entire period of tweet activity collected in London,
Sydney, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Melbourne. (Y-axis) Period in hr, (X-axis) Time in hr of the time series.
Vertical dashed lines delimit the occurrence of the Games.

In Atlanta, London, and Sydney, the 24-hr period is disrupted during the Games. The impact of the
Games is not seen in Los Angeles except for the 12-hr period gaining a little more consistency in terms of
increase in power and significance, which also happened in Sydney and Melbourne. However, the
opposite effect happened in London, that is, the 12-hr period decreased its significance and power over
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time. Another effect of the Games seen in window 4 of all localities, but Los Angeles—the appearance of
vertical, high power significant sections of fast frequencies, which extend from 1–24 hr. This shows that
many frequencies are responsible for the final time series of tweet production in these former host
cities.
One goal of Study 3 was to assess whether being a former Olympic host mattered to the effect of
the Games on Twitter activity about LTPA. The described behavior does not seem to be a matter of
having received the event in your locality. If that was so, the behavior seen in Rio de Janeiro would be
expected to resemble the previous host cities, which did not happen. Save for a few similarities, the
frequency spectrum of these five cities is much different from the behavior seen among the Brazilian
cities.

Figure 39. Wavelet Power Spectra generated for 17-day windows of tweet activity in London, Sydney,
Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Melbourne. (Y-axis) Period in hours, (X-axis) Time in hours of the time series. (13) Pre-Games windows starting at 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games; (4) Olympic Games window; (59) post-Games windows ending at 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the Games).

The frequency coordination analysis performed by means of the cross-wavelet coherence between
Rio de Janeiro and the former host cities confirmed the insights allowed by the wavelet analysis. This
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can be seen in Figure 40 and in Table 6. The 24-hr period and its surroundings has a high significant
correlation throughout the entire analyzed period. The 12-hr period is also prominent, providing
evidence of coherence between Rio and the former host cities. The frequency coordination is mostly in
phase for these periods. The plots also reveal that all the cities present a disruption in coherence for the
period close to the beginning and end of the Games, a likely effect of the event.
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Los Angeles, London, Sydney and Melbourne present an increased coherence level around a period
of 256 hr at the point where the event is happening. At this point, the coordination seems to be shifted
towards anti-phase. Both Sydney and Melbourne show a high significant coherence in the slower
frequencies around period of 1024 hr, which persists for a great portion of the time analyzed. The
frequency coordination tendency at this point is in-phase. The same tendency after the Games is
observed in London, but with less coherence strength. This could simply be an indication of a
characteristic way these regions tweet.

Figure 40. Cross-wavelet Coherence of activity in Rio de Janeiro with (left to right) Atlanta, Los Angeles,
Sydney, Melbourne, and London during the entire scraping period for (top) tweets, (middle) retweets, and
(bottom) chatters. The Y-axis shows the candidate frequencies; the X-axis shows the time from the
beginning to the end of the timeseries (a total of 4391 hr). Vertical dashed white lines delimit the
occurrence of the Games (between hour 1560 and 1967).

Summary
The influence of the Games on LTPA Twitter activity was not as clear in the former host cities.
Contagious growth is not apparent in the cumulative sums of the Twitter metrics. Nor is there
convergence on the degree of persistence during the Games. Moreover, these cities seem to share
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neither the promotion of shorter frequencies nor the elevated power of frequencies during the Games
that was seen in the Brazilian cities. There is a modest suggestion of a legacy, however, in that Tweet
production as a function of % of population is elevated during the Games more for recent host cities.
Selections of cities for particular relationships with Rio de Janeiro produced mixed results. Certain
patterns seem to be characteristic of all cities, regardless of functional distance, time zone proximity, or
recency of hosting. We now turn to two types of analysis that consider all cities together.
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CHAPTER 7
Comparisons of all cities
Cities in Studies 1-3 were selected as a function of their hosting status and their temporal and
spatial proximity to the contemporaneous host. It is also fruitful, however, to examine all of the cities
together, irrespective of whether or when they hosted the Games. This was done in two types of
analyses, one derived from the cumulative sums and the other using Growth Curve Modeling.

Slopes of Cumulative Sums during Three Epochs
As noted in the treatment of cumulative sums in Studies 1-3, cities differ in their general use of
social media (e.g., due to population, accessibility of wireless networks, local habits, etc.). Scaling each
metric by the total activity during the scraping period, so that they all run from 0 to 1, facilitates
comparisons across cities. Figure 11 makes it quite clear that all cities in the host country of Brazil
increased their rate of tweeting dramatically during the Games. This is less apparent in Figures 23 and
33 showing the cities of Studies 2 and 3, respectively. Nonetheless, it is possible to discern a subtle shift
in the rate of accumulation of tweets during the Games compared to the epochs before and after. This
was evaluated by taking the slope of the cumulative sum of tweets/sec for each epoch for each city and
treating individual cities as participants in the ANOVA. In order to avoid the possibility that the Brazilian
cities would overwhelm the analysis making it appear that the influence of the Games was more
pervasive than it really was, the analysis was limited to the seven foreign cities. A one-way ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of epoch, F(2,18) = 16.98, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.65. Planned comparisons
using Tukey’s HSD showed that both pre-Games (Mean = .83) and post-Games (Mean = .79) were
significantly different from the Games themselves (Mean = 1.12), p < 0.001. This result was replicated in
the same analysis limited to the Brazilian cities, F(2, 6) = 54.65, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.95. Planned
comparisons using Tukey’s HSD showed that both pre-Games (Mean = .58) and post-Games (Mean =
.49) were significantly different from the Games themselves (Mean = 3.19), p < 0.001.
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Given that there were three cities in each of three countries—Brazil, Australia, and the U.S—all of
the cities with the exception of London can be examined together. A 3  3 mixed design ANOVA
revealed main effects of epoch, F(2, 12) = 60.25, p < 0.0001, and country, F(2, 6) = 33.05, p < 0.006, as
well as an interaction of epoch and country, F(4, 12) = 30.54, p < 0.001. Figure 41 shows that all
countries increased the rate of tweeting during the Games (by Dunn’s Multiple Comparison Test with
Bonferroni correction, p < .0001 for both Pre-During and Post-During; the Pre-Post difference was ns).
Although the average slopes for the Brazilian cities was greater overall (p < .001 for both Brazil-Australia
and Brazil-U.S.; the Australia-U.S. difference was ns), the significant interaction indicates that this was
owing to the steeper boost in the rate of tweeting in the Brazilian cities during the Games.

Figure 41. Average slope of the normalized
Cumulative Sum of tweets for Brazilian,
Australian, and US cities pre-, during, and postGames.

Growth Curve Modeling
The 10 cities from all 3 studies were included in the Growth Curve Modeling analysis. The first
approach was to test the effect of the epochs relative to the Games (pre-, during, and post-Games) as
the level 1 time-variant predictor on the variability of the tweet production (normalized). The results
indicated that the unconditional model with the epochs as reference had the best basic fit, X2(7) =
4970.1, p < 0.001. The residual variance within each city across all epochs was .38 before the Games and
.30 after the event. The covariance of the random effects with the epoch of the Games was r = -0.95 for
pre-Games and r = -0.97 for post-Games, indicating that the tweet production characterized by slopes
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and intercepts in pre- and post-Games epochs were negatively correlated with the epoch during Games.
Pre- and post-Games covariance was high (r = 0.85). Fixed effects results indicate that the epoch of the
Games accounts for much more change in tweet production, with both pre- and post- epochs decreasing
tweet production with respect to the epoch of the event: pre-Games, t(10.014) = -3.93, p < 0.01 (b = 0.776); post-Games, t(10.014) = -4.97, p < 0.001 (b = -0.865). In other words, moving from tweet
production during the Games to the pre- or post-Games epochs is associated with a decrease in the
tweet production.
One issue raised in Study 2 concerned the proximity of a city’s time zone relative to Rio de Janeiro.
But including this as a predictor did not contribute significantly to the model, X2(3) = 4.54, p = 0.209.
Study 3 focused on the effects of being a host city. Including this as a predictor did not contribute to a
better fit for the model either, producing a model that did not differ from the unconditional one, X2(3) =
0.82, p = 0.85.
We have seen that cities in the host country altered their rate of tweet production more than the
foreign cities. Including status as a Brazilian city as a predictor in the model contributed to a better fit,
X2(3) = 20.05, p < 0.001. The total residual variance within each city was 0.89, with the contributions of
the pre-Games epoch 0.09 and of the post-Games epoch 0.04. The covariance of the Games random
effects with the other epochs was negative (pre-Games: r = -0.77 and post-Games: r = -0.82) indicating
that tweet production during the Games, characterized by slopes and intercepts, was inverse that in preand post- epochs. As for the covariance between the pre- and post-Games epoch’s random effects, it
was positively correlated (r = 0.26), meaning the trend in number of tweets followed the same direction
of growth. Indeed, the Games changed the fashion of tweet production drastically. Fixed effects result
indicated main effects of the epochs with both pre- and post-Games epochs posing a severe tweet
production decrease with respect to the Games: pre-Games, t(9.980) = -3.60, p < 0.01, (b = -0.421); post-
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Games, t(10.123) = -6.38, p < 0.001, (b = -0.535). Being a Brazilian city deeply influenced tweet
production as well, contributing to an increase in the number of tweets compared with the foreign
cities, t(10.072) = 7.95, p < 0.001 (b = 1.027). The model also showed interactions between pre- and
post-Games epochs and being a Brazilian city, with these cities having a deeper decay in tweet
production at these moments: pre-Games, t(9.980) = -5.54, p < 0.001 (b = -1.183); post-Games, t(10.123)
= -7.17, p < 0.001 (b = -1.098).
The final model using epochs as the timescale of reference was:
E[TweetsNormti] = b0 + b1Epochs + b2Brazilian + b1Epochs*b2Brazilian + u0i + u1i Epochs

(E1)

where t indexes time, i indexes individual cities, and the time linear predictor (i.e., Epochs).
The second approach was to test the effect of the epochs relative to the Games with a Piecewise
Growth Model in order to segment the time trend into different pieces. The results indicated that the
same unconditional model with the time epoch as reference organized in separated dummy coded
variables had the best basic fit, X2(11) = 4970.1, p < 0.001. For this model, comparing with the previous
unconditional model for the epochs in the same variable, deviance was the same. The total residual
variance within each city was lower than 0.001. The covariance of the random effects was effectively
zero for the pre-Games relative to the Games (r = 0.01), negative for the post-Games (r = -0.54), and for
the Games with the post-Games epoch (r = -0.80). This indicated that the tweet production
characterized by slopes and intercepts of the cities during and after the Games tended to opposite
directions since they were negatively correlated. Fixed effects results indicated that when compared to
the post-Games epoch, the pre-Games epoch did not represent much change in tweet production,
t(9.90) = 0.86, p = 0.411 (b = 0.09). However, the epoch of the Olympic Games accounted for such an
increase in tweet production that it was significantly different from the subsequent epoch, t(10.051) =
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4.97, p < 0.001 (b = 0.865). In other words, moving from tweet production during the Games to the postGames epoch signified a decrease in tweet production.
Once again, including time zone proximity as a predictor did not really contribute to the model, X2(3)
= 4.54, p = 0.209, nor did the effect of being a host city, X2(3) = 0.82, p = 0.85. And once again, including
status as a Brazilian city as a predictor in the model contributed to a better fit, X2(3) = 20.05, p < 0.01.
The total residual variance within each city was below 0.001. The covariance of the random effects
indicated an inversely proportional tendency of increase in tweet production between the Games and
the pre-Games (r = -0.22) or the post-Games (r = -0.13), which reveal the difference in the patterns of
tweet production built up during the Games. Once more, the Games are shown to drastically change the
style of tweet production. Fixed effects results indicated a main effect only of the Games epoch which
presented a severe tweet production increase with respect to the post-Games epoch, t(10.009) = 6.35, p
< 0.001 (b = 0.535). The model also showed an interaction of epoch and status as a Brazilian city where
the increase in the number of tweets during the epoch of the Olympic Games was greater than
compared with the foreign cities, t(10.009) = 7.14, p < 0.001 (b = 1.098).
The final model using epochs as separate timescale variables of reference was:
E[TweetsNormti] = b0 + (b1Epoch1 + b2Epoch2 + b3Epoch3) + b4Brazilian + (b1Epoch1 + b2Epoch2 +
b3Epoch3) * b4Brazilian + u0i + u1i b1Epoch1 + u1i b2Epoch2 + u1i b3Epoch3

(E2)

where t indexes time, i indexes individual cities, and the time linear predictors are Epochs 1, 2, and 3.
These two models were using the same time source but organized in different manners inside the
analysis and presented the same deviance, even though they had 4 degrees of freedom of difference.
No real divergence was detected between them. Also, another aspect that should be highlighted is that
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these two approaches compare three epochs of different sizes, corresponding to 65 days before the
Games, 17 days during the Games, and 101 days after the Games.
Another aspect of this dataset is that data are not normally distributed in most of the cities except
for London and Los Angeles. To try to overcome this fact, the analysis was adapted with the Poisson
family, which adds a logarithm to the model. In this third approach the R function used was the glmer,
and the dependent variable was the number of tweets without normalization. The unconditional model
with the time windows indicated that the epoch as reference had the best basic fit, X2(7) = 53657, p <
0.001. The amount of residual variance within each city across all windows was below 0.61 for the preand post-Games epochs, and 1.39 for the Games. The covariance of the random effects for the cities’
slopes and intercepts with the Olympic Games window was below r = 0.39 for both pre- and postGames. Significant fixed effects were found for pre-Games, z = -3.85, p < 0.001 (b = -0.743), and postGames, z = -3.86, p < 0.001 (b = -0.798). The result corroborates the positive contribution to LTPA tweet
production previously identified during the Games.
Results for cities that were in proximate time zones to Rio de Janeiro indicated that including this
predictor did not contribute to the model, X2(3) = 6.16, p = 0.104. Including the hosting predictor
contributed to a better fit for the model, X2(3) = 10.40, p < 0.05, with pre- and post-Games variance
below 0.55 each, and a covariance pre- and during Games of r = 0.24 and during and post-Games of r =
0.15. Significant main fixed effects were found for pre-Games, z = - 4.48, p < 0.001 (b = -1.03), postGames, z = -4.50, p < 0.001 (b = -1.103), host cities, z = 3.71, p < 0.001 (b = 1.820), but no interactions.
Including the Brazilian cities predictor contributed to a better fit of the model, X2(3) = 45, p < 0.01, with
pre- and post-Games random effects variance below 0.03 each, and a covariance pre-Games of r = 0.87
and post-Games r = 0.49. There were significant main fixed effects for pre-Games, z = - 4.67, p < 0.001 (b
= -0.346), post-Games, z = -4.40, p < 0.001 (b = -0.393), and host cities, z = 3.85, p < 0.001 (b = 1.721),
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but not for Brazilian cities, which was unexpected based on the previous models tested. Interactions
were found between status as a Brazilian city in the pre-Games, z = -11.70, p < 0.001 (b = -1.363), and in
the post-Games, z = -10.90, p < 0.001 (b = -1.414), and between Brazilian cities and the host cities in the
pre-Games, z = -2.38, p < 0.05 (b = -0.468), and in the post-Games, z = -2.88, p < 0.01 (b = -0.569).
The final model using the Poisson distribution of reference was:
Log(E[Tweetsti]) = b0 + b1Epochs + b2Host + b3Brazilian + b1Epochs* b2Host*b3Brazilian + u0i + u1i
Epochs

(E3)

where t indexes time, i indexes individual cities, and the time linear predictors are Epochs.
The fourth modeling test aimed to check the effect of the epochs relative to the Games in 17-day
windows as in previous analyses. Windows 1-9 constituted the level 1 time-variant predictor of the
variability of tweet production (normalized). The unconditional model with the time windows indicated
that the epoch as reference had the best basic fit, X2(75) = 5323, p < 0.001. The total amount of residual
variance within each city across all windows was 0.88, with window 4 of the Games contributing more
(0.21) and windows 8 and 9 above 0.11. The covariance of the random effects for the cities’ slopes and
intercepts with the Olympic Games window was negative with pre-Games windows 1 and 3, having a
more extreme effect for window 1 (r = -0.76), and being uncorrelated with window 2. As for the Games
relative to the post-Games, the covariance was positive, having higher effects for windows 5 and 6
immediately after the Games (0.49). Significant fixed effects were found for Games window, t(10.073) =
3.48, p < 0.01 (b = 0.556) and window 9 which is up to 85 days after the Games, t(10.382) = -2.61, p <
0.05 (b = -0.329). In the case of the Games’ epoch, the result corroborates its known positive
contribution to tweet production, previously highlighted in this research. The result for the last window
of this analysis actually points out that the distance from the Games decreases tweet production about
LTPA, a tendency shown in windows 5 to 8, but with only marginal significance levels.
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The predictor associated with proximity of time zone to Rio de Janeiro did not really contribute to
the mode, X2(11) = 13.90, p = 0.238. Nor did the effect of having hosted the Games, X2(11) = 17.37, p =
0.10.
Status as a Brazilian city again contributed to a better model fit, X2[11] = 28.19, p < 0.01. The total
residual variance within each city in all windows was r = 0.88, with windows 2, 8, and 9 contributing with
0.08, 0.14 and 0.09 variance, respectively. The covariance of the random effects of window 4 with the
others was negative for windows 1 (r = -0.36), 2 (r = -0.29), and 3 (r = -0.63). Positive covariance was
evident for windows 5 (r = 0.28) and 6 (r = 0.49), decreasing in the subsequent windows up to negative
in window 9 (r = -0.16). The fixed effects result revealed a main effect for the epoch of the Games,
t(14.164) = -2.63, p < 0.05 (b = 0.264), and windows 5, t(15.340) = -2.27, p < 0.05 (b = -0.218), and 9,
t(10.771) = -3.29, p < 0.01 (b = -0.462). The negative slope indicated a tendency for a decrease in tweet
postings about LTPA after the Games. The model significant interactions were present in Brazilian cities
in the window immediately before the Games, t(12.195) = 2.29, p < 0.05 (b = 0.468), and during the
Olympic Games, t(14.164) = 5.31, p < 0.001 (b = 0.972). It demonstrated that, compared with foreign
cities, being part of the host country increased tweet production about LTPA.
The final model using 17 days windows was:
E[TweetsNormti] = b0 + b1Timewindows + b2Brazilian + b1Timewindows*b2Brazilian + u0i + u1iTime
windows

(E4)

where t indexes time, i indexes individual cities, and the linear predictor was Timewindows.
The results of the models make sense since they show that the group of Brazilian cities have a
different behavior, especially days immediately before and after the Games as well as during the event.
But considering all the options, what would be the best timescale to learn about the changes in this
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system? To pursue this question, another proposition was to access the sequential hours as the main
time scale (Figure 42), where we can generate a common tendency line for all tweet production in all
cities.

Figure 42. All cities tweet production with their respective tendency lines (left) and the average
tendency lines of all cities together (right).
The results indicated that the unconditional model with the time epoch as reference had the best
basic fit, X2(3) = 1058.7, p < 0.001. The residual variance within each city was close to zero (< 0.001) with
a correlation of the random effects of r = -0.98. Fixed effects results were not significant. Including time
zone close to the Games as a predictor did make a difference in the model, X2(2) = 16.74, p < 0.001. In
this case, the total residual variance was close to zero (< 0.001), the covariance of the random effects
was r =-0.99, and there were no main effects or interactions in the model. The time zone predictor was
kept as a variable in the expanded model with host cities, but this version of the model was not
significantly different from the previous one with time zone only. The same occurred with the inclusion
of the Brazilian cities as a predictor. Testing the random effect of epochs on this model resulted in a
better fitt X2(7) = 3885, p < 0.001. The residual variance within each city, of time, and of epochs was
close to zero (< 0.001) and a correlation of the Games random effects with Time was r = -0.80, with preGames r = -0.28, and with post-Games r = -0.46. Main fixed effects of interaction were not significant,
and the final model was:
E[TweetsNormti] = b0 + b1Time + b2TZ + b1Time* b2TZ + u0i + u1i Time + u2i Epochs
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(E5)

where t indexes time, i indexes individual cities, and the linear predictors were Time and Time zone.
Using sequential hours as time predictor did not reveal interference from the predictors tested,
except for time zone, which was not coherent with previous models’ results or with figures 43 and 44.

Figure 43. Average tendency line of tweet
production for the non-Brazilian cities (left)
and for the Brazilian cities (right).

Figure 44. Average tendency line of tweet
production for the non-Brazilian cities (left) and
for the Brazilian cities (right), with discontinuity
between epochs.
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Summary
Once again, the influence of the Games on LTPA Twitter activity across all cities is clear. Even though
the contagion pattern was not explicit in the non-Brazilian cities, the slope of the increase in the
cumulative sums was, in fact, steeper than the slope of the pre- or post-Games epochs for all cities. And
GCM again demonstrated that epoch mattered to the production of LTPA tweets. GCM also provided
evidence of the importance of functional distance overall in that status as a Brazilian city was a
significant predictor of LTPA behavior.
The evidence for a legacy was not found since pre- and post-Games epochs were positively
correlated with each other, and never found to be significantly different in the models, meaning that the
tweet production at these epochs was statistically the same. The fact that they are also negatively
correlated with the Games and were found to be different from this epoch also reinforces the fact that
there is not an indication in the GCM analysis that the effect of the Games in tweet production was longlasting.
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CHAPTER 8
General Discussion
Two general aspects of the results were emphasized: (1) Did the Olympic Games influence LTPA
Twitter activity; and (2) did the Olympic Games leave a legacy of sports engagement as indexed by
LTPA? These aspects were evaluated in cities targeted to represent particular functional and temporal
relationships to the Olympic Games. The global patterns of synchrony identified in weekly Twitter
activity unrestricted by topic (Morales et al., 2017) provided a benchmark for assessing the patterns in
LTPA.

Influence of the Games
From the increase in the rate of tweeting during the Games, especially for cities in the host country,
to the change in weekly patterns and increasing variability, the Games had an impact in the targeted
cities. This impact is clearly seen in the cumulative sum of tweets among cities in the host country, as
well as in the foreign cities, although somewhat less so. In short, and not surprisingly, the Brazilian cities
felt the greatest influence from the event but it was not exclusive to them.
The DFA also showed an increase in the long-term dependency of all Brazilian cities during the
Games. Moreover, it revealed that the event brought those cities to the same level of dependency, no
matter their state in the pre-Games epoch. For the foreign cities, this influence remains—the converging
of the cities on particular dependency levels—but in a less consistent fashion.
The wavelet analysis indicates that the Games generally increase, or disrupt, the magnitude of tweet
production for 12 and 24 hr cycles. In all three studies, fast frequencies gain magnitude during the event
at localized moments reinforcing that times of engagement in tweeting about LTPA get more
synchronized during the event throughout the day. The emergence of shorter timescales can be treated
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as potential evidence of a social impact of the event, which reflects more interweaving of LTPA in
people’s lives (suggesting the emergence of objective necessities, at least during the event).
The basic intention of the Cross-wavelet Coherence Analysis is to establish some relationship
between the behavior of residents of the host city and the behavior of residents of the other targeted
cities. It is an indication of coordination with the particular city that is, in theory, more directly affected
by the event. Overall, the % of above-chance coherence for the 24-hr cycle drops during the Games for
tweets (and sometimes chatters) for the non-Brazilian cities, breaking a long-term sequence of phase
locking, and decreasing the significance of the relative phase which, when present, remains inphase.
Mostly, what is seen echoes the DFA and FFT results with respect to the Brazilian cities. The Games
seem to increase the power of coherence, making it more consistent over time with long-lasting phase
locking, and also increasing the significant role of the faster and slower frequencies inside the Olympic
Games timeframe. The patterns are coherent and phase-coordinated during the Games and for the 24hr cycle. Here also, moreover, the relative phase of coordination is always inphase, meaning that the
routine of Rio de Janeiro matches the routine of the other cities at these particular frequencies.
The thesis that the Brazilian cities felt a greater influence of the Games than the other cities was also
reinforced by the GCM results. It revealed a greater increase in tweet production during the Games, per
epoch, and per window than the other targeted cities. But time zone and host condition predictors were
not as consistent in their results, being present in only one of the tested models. Indeed, status as a
former host was only manifest in tweet production per epoch, which was higher during the Games for
all previous host cities but Los Angeles. As predicted, especially for Rio, the consequences for LTPA were
particularly greater due to its involvement in the Olympic Games.
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Do the Games Leave a Legacy?
Generally, leaving a legacy is a matter of change emerging in patterns of behavior in economic,
social, environmental, and other realms, that resist reversion to earlier patterns once the focal event
ends. In this research, the emergent behavior of interest is communication about LTPA. For the
contemporaneous host city, for example, heightened LTPA communication could have continued postGames as an influence from the event. Comparison cities were chosen to see if this influence was
stronger for those cities (i) geographically close to the primary host but with different functional roles in
the Games, (ii) sharing a time zone with the host city which might simply make it easier to be more
attuned to the Games facts and competition, or (iii) former hosts which might be primed to feel the
influence of the event due to lasting changes from the past.
From the perspective of the timescale analyses, it is not clear that the Games effected long-term
change. By the end of the scraping period, the observed alterations during the Games were already back
to their pre-Games states. There was no change that was consistent and persisted until the very last
window. Similarly, the longitudinal models did not reveal a robust difference between pre-Games and
post-Games. To be sure, the Games differed from the other two epochs. However, the relaxation
happened right after the Games, bringing tweet production patterns back to the pre-Games levels.
Status as a city in the host country seemed to only play a role during the Games, since pre- and postGames interactions with this predictor contributed almost the same to the tweet production.
The results of the DFA are more promising, at least for the host city. Rio de Janeiro’s tweet
production increased its dependency in the time after the Games. This might be an indication of the
influence of the Games in establishing social connections, reinforcing the culture of tweeting about
LTPA. Since it was the city that experienced the most disruption of its physical environment, for good
and ill, this result allows us to think about the potential increase in the practice of LTPA as well, given
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evidence of a relationship between the practice of LTPA in a locality and the report of it in Twitter via
posts (Liu et al., 2019). The other Brazilian cities do not show a similar change, however, indicating that
the functional role with respect to the event might make a difference. But Rio de Janeiro’s new routine
may be temporary. LTPA Twitter behavior in former host cities does not seem to be related
systematically to how long ago they hosted the Games.
The only hint we see of a legacy for former host cities is in how much of a boost LTPA posts receive
during the Games. To a limited extent, the size of the boost is related systematically to how long ago a
city hosted the Games (Figure 34). But even that pattern breaks down for Los Angeles. The waning
legacy of Games hosted in 1984 is not so surprising, of course, given that the age demographic of
Twitter-users would not reflect the residents of Los Angeles who experienced those Games first hand.
Melbourne, which showed a relatively large increase during the Games, remains a bit of an enigma. Its
Games were 63 years ago so clearly the Twitter demographic does not favor direct experience. But as
noted, Melbourne has had continued involvement with the Games (bidding to host in 1996, hosting
football in 2000), providing opportunities to maintain interest in the Games.

Concluding Remarks
It has been argued that exposure to sports events can lead to increased participation in LTPA (Veal,
Tooheyb, & Frawley, 2012; Weed et al., 2009; Weed et al., 2012). Given the substantial investment of
financial and human resources required by large-scale sports events, they are a prime topic of discussion
(Chen & Henry, 2015; Craig & Bauman, 2014; Feng & Hong, 2013). However, there is a lack of
consistency in the literature about whether mega-events do, in fact, play a role in changing behavior
related to the practice of physical and sports activities, even in developed countries (Veal et al., 2012;
Weed et al., 2009). In fact, considering the difficulties of measurement (Minnaert, 2012; Ritchie et al.,
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2009), as well as negative tendencies of social legacies (Kim & Petrick, 2005; Weed et al., 2009), research
about the topic has not gotten sufficient attention.
The research reported here addressed this topic through the social medium of Twitter. In particular,
this research examined whether emerging dynamic communication about LTPA in the Twitter virtual
social environment was influenced by a large-scale event—the Olympic Games—before, during, and
after its occurrence. It is important to emphasize that tweets about LTPA are not about the Olympic
Games themselves but about individuals’ personal physical activity. This distinction is central to the
status of LTPA Twitter activity as an index of the practice of physical activities and not Olympics fandom.
The main assumption behind this research is that the social dynamics of Twitter usage matches events in
the users’ physical communities. That is to say, online users talk about what they live in their offline lives
(e.g., Quercia, 2012). Of particular relevance for present purposes, they talk about the behavioral
possibilities of their environments, especially the ones that they have chosen to actualize.
A formal statement of these possibilities, or affordances, takes the following form:
Situation X affords an activity Y for organism Z on occasion O if and only if X and Z are
mutually compatible on dimensions of relevance to Y.
Organism Z effects an activity Y in situation X on occasion O if and only if Z and X are
mutually compatible on dimensions of relevance to Y.
(Turvey, 2019)
The Olympic Games provide the occasion O that attunes the Twitter-user Z to the affordance of
situation X for doing activity Y. As an example, the situation may simply be Z’s neighborhood, which
supports the leisure-time physical activity of walking. The occasion of the Olympic Games raises Z’s
attention to that possibility, prompting Z to effect that activity. On the assumption that tweets reflect
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actual behavior rather than simply a socially desirable façade (Liu et al., 2019; Quercia et al., 2012),
changes in Twitter users’ activity provides some evidence that they have become attuned to LTPArelevant affordances. Importantly, social network activity allows a kind of spontaneity that would not be
possible if residents were asked for the information explicitly.
This study stands as an investigation of a perception-action process at the level of the interaction
between real and virtual environments—between the Olympic Games and the social network of
Twitter—by means of communications about LTPA. As such, it extends the ecological take on action in
social contexts. Whatever behavior emerges from a social setting—be it approaching, touching,
gesturing, looking, speaking, reading, or tweeting—what is important is the creation of a temporal social
bond (Marsh, 2010). Action is treated as a cooperative relational state of organisms embedded within
social units (Gibson, 1979; Marsh, 2010). This growing emphasis on the dynamic parallels between
intrapersonal and interpersonal coordination (e.g., Richardson, Marsh, Isenhower, Goodman, &
Schmidt, 2007; Schmidt, Bienvenu, Fitzpatrick, & Amazeen, 1998; Schmidt & Fitzpatrick, 2016) suggests
that the time is ripe to explore social interaction phenomena more broadly. But it is a challenge to
design studies that grasp collective behavior at a larger scale, directly examining many organisms as they
interface with each other and with the environment. The effort to understand and examine a complex
phenomenon such as self-organizing synchronization is not straightforward, especially when considering
large networks (Winfree, 2002), nested behaviors (Iberall, 1974), and coordination at a global level
(Swenson & Turvey, 1991). The study of perception-action by larger collective assemblies that are
spatially apart but still connected by sharing the same environment in a regional, continental, or even
planetary perspective may provide insight into such complex interactions. The virtual environment, with
the kinds of interactions promoted in social networks, is a step in the direction of understanding the
issue of collective behavior in the modern world. On a practical level, it may also provide the means for
stimulating the practice of LTPA, paradoxically reducing the impacts of the kind of sedentary lifestyle
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associated with that virtual environment (Bedimo-Rung, Mowen, & Cohen, 2005; Brasil, 2006, World
Health Organization, 2004).
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Appendix 1
The Twitter metrics
The Twitter metrics analyzed were the number of tweets, retweets, chatters, users, the average
number of hashtags, and the average number of words. The tweets are the regular posts limited to 140
characters. Retweets are tweets that were forwarded to a user’s group of followers. The chatters are
tweets that were addressing an user’s name which is done by @ followed by the user’s name. The
number of users is the total amount of accounts that posted something during the hour analyzed. The
hashtags correspond to the main topics to which users classified their tweets and is accompanied by the
symbol #. The average number of hashtags corresponds to the average amount of topics that were
showing in the tweets produced per hour. The average number of words corresponds to the average
amount of words used by users in their tweets aver an hour.

Filters
Identifying LTPA hashtags
A set of search terms or hashtags related to LTPA was prepared (i.e., words or expressions that
highlight and categorize the accompanying text). These terms, which were written in English and
Portuguese, were defined through intense manual exploration of the Twitter database. In a snowball
approach, each hashtag candidate (e.g., fitness, sport), was manually typed on the platform and any
associated hashtags found in the tweets that appear in the search were included in the list until no new
hashtags were identified. During the process, all identified hashtags included in the list were typed in
the platform. Hashtags that appeared in only one tweet accompanied by other popular hashtags already
listed were not selected. A total of 163 hashtags were identified. In addition, hashtags that accompanied
other topics unrelated to LTPA (e.g., fashion, music) or used in order to produce the opposite meaning
(e.g., not), were used as filters to exclude posts form the search. A range between 25,000 and 160,000
tweets per day was obtained with this technique.

Identifying localities associated with targeted cities
In order to gather tweets from the targeted cities, considering that each locality is manually entered
by each user who writes their city names in a variety of ways, a list of the names of the localities found
in the network was used. The names of the localities grouped as the same city were selected by
inspecting lists of localities. After that, scripts in the R programming language were created for grouping
targeted localities used in the studies in separate data frames that contained the necessary variables for
running analyses. First, a search in Google was performed to uncover possible names a city could have.
For example, a search about Rio de Janeiro city (as distinct from Rio de Janeiro state) returned certain
terms like rio, Rio, RIO, and RJ. All the possible names and spellings of the city name that were found
were included in the R script, narrowing it to around 5000 locality terms. Each result was inspected
manually to guarantee it was related to the city of Rio de Janeiro and not another place. If any doubt
persisted about the connection of the locality term with the targeted city, the term was excluded from
the analysis.
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Appendix 2
Detailed Patterns
Study 1
Considering the average number of words per tweet, it is apparent that Belo Horizonte has the
highest sum and mean values, followed by Rio de Janeiro then Porto Alegre. The maximum number of
tweets undergoes oscillations among all windows. While Rio de Janeiro and Porto Alegre’s maximum
number of words increases 17 days before the Games, followed by a drop during the Games. For Belo
Horizonte, the increase happens 34 days pre-Games, followed by a drop, and another increase during
the Games. In the case of the standard deviation, Porto Alegre presents higher values followed by Rio de
Janeiro and Belo Horizonte, which present closer statistic values. The drop in standard deviation
observed during the Games in these cities is immediately followed by a rise in variability after in the first
window after games that is maintained in the following windows (Figure A-1).

Study 2
The exceptions hold for Rio de Janeiro in most of the Olympic Games window, for Sydney on sum
and mean statistics of the average number of words per tweets per hour. Atlanta’s metrics lead in
almost all windows of hashtag activity. Atlanta’s maximum values and standard deviation also became
the lowest of all targeted cities for all the analyzed windows of the category average number of words
per tweets per hour, showing that the routine of posts is basically the same for all the periods analyzed
and does not vary with the sports event.
Several metrics (tweets, retweets, chatters, and users) increased during the Games for all targeted
cities (Figure A-2). It is apparent that the effect of the Olympic Games pushes Rio’s metrics beyond the
other targeted localities, except for average number of hashtags and words. Atlanta produces greater
values especially for sum and mean statistics of tweet activity and in most of the windows, with a few
exceptions. The variability is constrained by the event 34 days before it begins and remains this way
until 85 days after it ends in a consistent manner for Atlanta, Sydney and Philadelphia. Brisbane returns
to its pre-Games first window statistic values post-Games. Looking at the patterns for hashtags, the
increase occurs pre-Games close to the beginning of the event in most of the cases, with a drop in the
first window post-Games, especially sharp for Rio de Janeiro, showing that the effect of the event in the
posts about LTPA on the network lasts mostly the time of the Games.

Study 3
Twitter metrics descriptives are displayed in three following figures corresponding to the groups of
cities of each study. Some of it, is explored in the body of text, mostly focusing on tweets, retweets,
ands chatters.
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Figure A-1. Study 1’s Descriptive Statistics (sum, maximum number, mean, median, and standard
deviation) for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and average number of
words. X-axis: (1-3) Three pre-Games windows (starting 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games); (4)
Olympic Games window; (5-9) five post-Games windows (ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the
Games). Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Belo Horizonte (black line), Porto Alegre (red dashed line).
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Figure A-2. Study 2’s Descriptive Statistics (sum, maximum number, mean, median, and standard
deviation) for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and average number of
words. X-axis: (1-3) Three pre-Games windows (starting 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games); (4)
Olympic Games window; (5-9) five post-Games windows (ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the
Games). Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Atlanta (black line), Philadelphia (red dashed line), Sydney
(green dot-dashed line), Brisbane (orange two dashed line).
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Figure A-3. Study 3’s Descriptive Statistics (sum, maximum number, mean, median, and standard
deviation) for tweets, retweets, chatters, users, average number of hashtags, and average number of
words. X-axis: (1-3) Three pre-Games windows (starting 51, 34, and 17 days before the Games); (4)
Olympic Games window; (5-9) five post-Games windows (ending 17, 34, 51, 68, and 85 days after the
Games). Rio de Janeiro (blue dotted line), Atlanta (black line), London (red dashed line), Sydney (green
dot-dashed line), Los Angeles (orange two dashed line), Melbourne (purple long dashed line).
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